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But you should have
seen the one that
gofaway ...

Chairman of Illinois

Rig/rt: Craig Rec.-:Jiia,
an education major
from Clricago, takes
advantage of Mo,rday's
mid-70 degree weather
by enjoying a little fishing 011 Campus Lake.
Below: Arthur
Gibbs(lcjl}, from
Carbondale, pulls in a
blue gill Monday afterneon at Caml'tts Lake,
w/1ilc Jerome Wooley,
from Carbondale, wails
for a bite. 111cy spent a
day off work relaxing at
tire lake, wlrcre tTzcy
caught about 20 blue
gill r.nd bass.

Senate Appropriations
Committee tours SIUC,
meets with Sanders.
By Lori D. Clark
DE Assistant Politics Editor

In an effort IO i ncreasc stale
funding for SIU. a member of thc
Senate Appropriations Committee
wa.~ invited to tour the SIUC campus Monday to learn the issues
affecti,1g the University.
Sen. Steve Rauschenbcrger. RElgin. a chainna,1 of the Illinois
Scn:lle .\ppropriaticns Committee.
visited SIUC at the invitation of Sen.
Dave Luechtefeld. R-Okawville.
Rauo;chcnbcrgcr toured areas of the
SIUC campus with Luechtefeld and
SIU President Ted Sanders.
The Appropriations Committee
,d, the hudcet for the ,tale each
, ~If. 1ncludin!! allo-.:ations for SIUC.
. "I lhouglll-il would bc good lo
give Sen. Rau,chenbcrger ,omc
idea of the needs of the Unh·crs1tv.'' Luechtefeld said. Ec said he
wanted the facilities of Southern
fllinoi,. especially SIU. I<' recc:ivc
funding from th.! Senate
"We wan! our fair share of dollars.'' Luechtefeld said.
Sander., said one of the focuses
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Officials: Immigration bill could affect University
By Donita Polly

··,r

aggressively recruiting international
student~. and these bills would make
colleges in the United States less
attrac.1ive.
Dubit~ky said the bills would discourage skilled international students
and researchers from working in the
United States. He said U.S. employers would not want to hire international workers because the bj)J
require.~ that they be paid more than
their American counterparts.
·Also. ruition revenues to U.S. colleges and univcn;ities would be cut
by more than S6.8 billion each year
if the bills are pas.~. Dubitsky said.
"'These bills dramatically impact

Sports
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The sounds of silence?

Dawgs lose to Bradley
79-76 in OT heartbreaker
at SIU Arena.
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T,..• o federal pmpo<;a)s containing
pnl\'isions that limit legal immigration could send a negative message
to studcnL~ ovcrse..L~ who are thinl,;ing of attending American colleges
and universities. government and
Univcn;ity officials say.
Adan1 DubiL~J...1', of the Am.:rican
Immigration Lawyen; Association.
said a U.S. Senate and a U.S. House
bill would represent the largest cut~
in legal immigration in 70 years. He
said the bills would discourage inter-
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Experts offer advice to
students tanning under

Today: Cloudy

artificial light.

High .. 65
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WC rcally want
tuition," he said.
to put America first. we should not
cut immigration. We will hurt our
economy and culture if immigration
is cut."
He also said the bills would discourage companies from investing
research and development money in
U.S. universities because private
companies give a lot of money to
universities to conduct research. He
said because the United States is
always short on scientists. many
companies depend on intcmationnl
immigrants to fill the slot~.
Hodgson said she is not sure how
the bills would affect SIUC's inter-

national student enrollment. which
has been in t!Je nation's top 20 since
1970. She said the House bill would
affect her office the most because it
would require it to collect information about the students and track their
progress through the University. She
said the tracking of the smdent~ is
not a good way to keep good relations with them.
David Carle. spokesman for Sen.
Paul Simon, D-Ill., said Simon
opposes the Senate bill in its present
fonn but will offer an amendment
today to the Senate bill that would
only apply the regulations to illegal
immigrants.

national studcnL~. who are legal immigrant~. from auending American
colleges.
Dubi!skv said the Senate bill
would rcqu°irc U.S.-ctlucated international student~ 10 leave the countrv
for two 10 five years following their
graduation. He said many international student~ would choose 10 go
to school in a country that ha.~ fewer
regulations if the bills pass.
Diane Hodgson, SIUC International Student Adviser, said international student~ could be put off by
these laws and may decide i!gainst
the United States and SIUC.
She said other countries are

DE Politics Ed,rnr

Police enforcing $500 penalty for loud music in cars
Gus Bode
cle.
Don Priddy, Carbondale resource
officer, said the ordinance is
enforced more vigorously again this
The Carbondale Police Deprut- spring because in the spring and
ment will take-to the streets again summer, more people drive.with
this spring, with $500 tickets in their car windows down.·,
hand, to punish sound violators, an•
Priddy.said if.an officer hears
officer says.
sowid from a vehicle, ai leasfup,io: · _
The
Carbondale
Police ,~;o feet-away, the officer wiU-putl_ · •"F.~a'::;.'":
Department wiUcontinue a spring ttie vehicle over. If it is a first ~
ritualofenforcingaCarbondalecity _offense; ihe driver will,be given a.
I hav~ the solution ordinance that prohibits sound from · warning. A second offense warrants
. 7 let's soundproof the
a "sourid amplifying device" that
can be heard ~OJeet ,from the vehiea&~.6. , , dougllnut
By Brian T. Sutton

Daily Egyptian Reporter

Gus says~

.. see ~u~1_«;,
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Come and Celebrate with us!f
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SUIT TO CHALLENGE BAN ON INTERNEf MATERIAL -

· at the SPC office

-

(SIUC Slwknl ~er 3rd Floor)

for more information
call 536-3393
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ANNE CRAIG-New .York-based documentary filmmaker

28; 7pm, Student Center Auditorium, Free
Anoe O. Craig~ bc<:n woning in film production for the past

Wednesday, Febf1!ary

I

A native Louisi~

mentary film about New Orleans' turn--0r-the-a:ntury red-light district. Her credits
include a duPonl Columbia award in broadcast jounulism and an Emmy nominalion for
Louisiana Boys: Raised on Polilic:s-a slightly irTCvcrenl examination of Louisiana polilies. and the Emmy award-winning series of Smithsonian World, NOVA. and The
American Experience.
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PAULA

FROEHLE-Chicago-based experimental
filmmaker, Thursday, February 29, 7pm, Student
Center Auditorium, Free

~
.....J

Paula Froehle is an cxpcrimen1aVindepcndcn1 filmmaker living in
Chicago, as well as a pan-lime instructor at the School of the An lnstilule
of Oiicago. Her films lu,vc screened at the Tampere International rllm
••
Festival, Finland, lhe London International rllm Festival, theAnn Albor rtlni Festival, IMAGE/Allanll Film
Festival, and the Pacific Film Archives: In addition, she directs. music ,•idcos and ml1$lc•relaled films for
Atavistic. a Chicago-based production a:impany.

LL

CAVEH ZAHEDl-l.AJs Angeles-

-

based narrative filmmaker, Friday,
March 1, 7pm, Student Center
Auditorium, Free
··
Ofibca1 is the word lhat mmcs to mind when thl~'o;~
Cavch Zahcdi and his film!. Caveh Zahedi is a lilmmak~ •.
er Iha! isn't afraid to laugh at himself.
His film! have premiered at the Sundance Film Festival
to rare reviews, The Roncrdam Film·r'csllval. Caveh Is
cum:nlly working on I Am A Sex Addict, a palnsllklngly honest account of his ten-year addiction 10 p10Stilutes.
To his astonishment, he recel~ funding for the film
from the Na1ional Endowment for the Ans.

:1·.
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1!/
~~<.l

The fflliYOl ls orr,onlzecl by Film Ab.mo~ «Id potllal/y
funded by a grunt from the /Btnols 'kt Coundl, a ,1tm agMqt,

For

Seeking the same free-speech protections for the lnlClllct now enjoyed
by n.:wspapers, a broad coalition that includes America Online and
Microsoft is expected to Iii:: suit in federal court Monday to strike down
a recent government ban on the transmission of indecent material over
computer networks. The suit by the Citizens Internet Empowerment
Coalition will become the second major legal challenge to the
Communications Decency Act. which makes illegal the display of
obscene or patently offensive material to chilclrcn on the Internet and
other computer networks. Earlier this month, a lawsuit filed by a separate coalition led by the American Civil Liberties Union resulted in the
temporary blocking of the act, which is part of the recently enacted federal tcle.communications law. A Philadelphia federal judge said the definition of indecency in the act was so vague that people wouldn't know
they were breaking the law until they were arrested.

EXPOCTING BUDGET IMPASSE, GOVERNORS ACT W ASHINGlON:...Every passing day makes it less likely that Congress
will enact GOP Medicaid and welfare reforms that would save the states

oillions of dollars, but many governors arc acting as if they already had
the cash in the bank. Washington's possible failure to act on the proposals would send states such as New York scrambling to make up huge
shortfalls later Ibis year. In an attempt lo force Congress LO act, the
nation's governors unanimously proposed their own blueprint three
weeks ago LO break the Medicaid and welfare slalcmatc. Congressional
leaders arc considering whether to attach the National Governors·
Association proposals to next month·s must-pass legislation to increase
the government's borrowing authority.

decade. She is aim:ntly producing S,toiyvill~The Naked Dance, an hour-long docu-

!'

1

two decades of peace are proving even worse. The Indochina tiger,
which once roamed the countryside, is rarely seen. Elephants, bears,
peacocks, the clouded leopard. de.er, monkeys and other native wildlife
are disappearing because of rampant poaching and large-scale destruction of their forest habitat Even the clcadly cobra is in full retreat. At
greatest risk arc CCllain kinds of brightly colored monkeys called langurs
that exist in the wild only in Vietnam and now-rue on the verge of extinction. But a collection of American and German zoos and the American
branch of the Swiss-based World ·:.rildlife Fund are working with the
Vietnamese to save the langurs and other imperiled species.

Nation

7ickets
available: -:

f;

If a balf-centmy of war was destructive LO the wild animals of Vietnam, .

t Louis, Mo

' • ) '(Bus _,'ts
at Spm.)

i

CROUPS WORKING TO SAVE VIETNAM'S WILDLIFE-

,
_ .
:

1

~·

MANILA, Philippines-A decade ago, when a military mutiny turned
into a popular uprising and forced Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos from
the presidential palace;the Philippine first lady's famous shoe collection
emerged as the defining feature of the corrupt excesses of the Marcos's
20-ycar rule. But now, 10 years after bis ouster on Feb. 25, 1986,
Fentinand Marcos in death is enjoying something close to a Nixonesque
rehabilitation. Many Marcos-era officials have emerged to bold key positions in the legislature and the cabineL And most strikingly, a recent
public-opinion survey by the respected Social Weather Stations found
that most Filipinos today view the Marcos regime favorably, ranking
Marcos far higher than Aquino on most counts.

more infotmotion, coH (61 BJ 453-1482

-from Daily Egyptian wire services

Corrections/Oarifications
In the Feb. 23 issue of the DE, in the article titled "ISC discu,scs concerns about USG fee-increase bill," comments made by Lyombe Elm
regarding the ISC mail system were attributed 10 Jose Orriola. TI1e Daily
Egyptian regrets the error.

Accuracy Desk
If readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily
Eg}ptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3311. extension 2j3 or 228.
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Tickets: $49*

SUIT TO CHAUENCE BAN ON INTERNET MATERIAL -

Bus leaves at Spm.)

Tickets

available:

Seeking the same free-speech proleclions for the Internet now enjoyed
by newspapers, a broad coalition that includes America Online and
Miaosofl is expected to file suit in redcral court Monday to strike down
a recent government ban on the transmission of indecent material over
computer networks. The suit by the Citizens Internet Empowcnnent
Coalition will become the second major legal challenge to the
Communications Decency Act, which makes illegal the display or
obscene or patently offensive material to children on the Internet and
other computer networks. Ea:licr this month, a lawsuit filed by a separate coalition led by the Amcr.ican Civil Liberties Union resulted in the
temporary blocking of the act. which is part of lhc recently enacted federal tclccommunicatioru; law. A Philadelphia rederal judge said lhe def·l'Jl'I\J.&.I\D:/I inition of indecency in the act was so vague that people wouldn't know
they were breaking the law until Ibey were arrested.
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· at the SPC office
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EXPECTING BUDGET IMPASSE, GOVERNORS ACT -

ANNE CRAIG-New York-based documentary filmmaker
Wednesday, February 28, 7pm., Student Center Auditorium, Free

,:

I

decade. She Is cum:iitly producing Storyvillc,-Thc Naked Dance, an hour-long doc:u-

~
._
..

mentuy film aboul New Orleans' tum-of-the-anrury red-light district. Her credits
include• duPnnt Columbia award In broadcast journalism and an Emmy nomination for
Louisiana Boys: Raised on Polirics-a slightly irreverent examination of Louisiana poli•
tics, and the Emmy award-winning series or Smititsonian \\brld. NOVA, and The
American Experience.

.

PAULA FROEHLE-Chicago-based experimental

filmmaker, Thursday, February 29, 7pm, Student
Cent.:r Auditorium, Free

. . ' .. '

~
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P•ula Froehle is an experimental/independent filmmaker living in
O.icago, u wdl as a p•r1-limc instructor 11 rhe School or the All Institute '.
~'
or Chicago. lier films have saccncd 11 the Tampere lnlernallonal F"alm
Festival, Finland, the London lntcrnalional F"ilm Festival, the Ann Amor Film Fesrlval, IMAOE/Allanla Film
Festival, and tho Pacific Film An:hlveS: fa addltlon. she dlrccis music videos and music-related films for
A11vistic, a Chicago-based production company.

CAVEH ZAHEDl-1..os Angelesbased narrative filmmaker, Friday,
March 1, 7pm, Student Center
Auditorium, Free

.,
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-from Daily Egyplian wire services

Corrections/Clarifications
In the Feb. 23 issue or lhc DE, in Ilic article titled MISC di.=~.,;es concerns about USG fee-increase bill," comments made by Lyombc Elco
regarding Ilic ISC mail system were attributed to Jose Orriola The Dail)'
EK)ptian regrets !lJC crn,r.

Accuracy Desk
If readers spot an error in a news article, •'Icy can cootact the Daily
EK)ptian Accurncy Desk at S36-3311, extensivn 233 or 228.
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Offbeat Is lhe word 1h11 a:imcs to mind when thlnltln& o!,',
Caveh Zahcdl and his films. Caveh Zahcdl b a filmmak; ·er lhal Isn't afraid lo laugh al hlmscl!.
His films have premiered 11 the Sundance Film Festival
10 rare r.:vlews, The Rotterdam FUm Fcsdval. Caveh Is
cum:ntly working on I Am A Sex Addict, a painstaking•
ly honeSI 1C0011nl of his ten-year addiction to prostltuteL
To his u1onl1hmcn1, he received funding for the mm
from the National Endowment for the Ans.

•

WASHINGTON-Evcry passing day makes it less likely that Congress
will enact GOP Medicaid and welfare refonns that would save the states
billions of dollars, but many governors are acting as if they already had
the cash in the bank. Washington's possible failure to act on the proposals would send stales such as New York scrambling to make up huge
shortfalls later this year. In an attempt to force Congress to act. the
nation's governors unanimously proposed their own blueprint three
wccks ago to break the Medicaid and welfare stalcma1e. Congrc.,;sional
leaders arc considering whether to attach the National Governors'
Association proposals to next month's must-pass legislation 10 i n =
the govcrnmenl's borrowing authority.

A native Loublanan, Anne 0. Q-alg has been working In film production for 1he pasl

~

I

CROUPS WORKING TO SAVE VIETNAM'S WILDLIFEIf a half-century of war was destructive to the wild animals of Vietnam,
two decades of peace are proving even worse. The Indochina tiger,
which once roamed the countryside. is rarely seen. Elephants, bears,
peacocks, the clouded leopard. deer, monkeys and other native wildlife
arc disappearing because of rampant poaching and large-scale destruction of their forest habitaL Even the deadly cobra is in full retreat. At
greal~st risk are certain kinds of brightly colored monkeys called langurs
that exist in the wild only in Vietnam and now~ate on the verge of extinction. But a collection of American and German zoos and the American
branch of the Swiss-based World Wildlife Fund are worlcing with the
Vietnamese to save the langurs and other imperiled species.

Come and Celebrate with usll

Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 5:30 SaL 9:00 • 5:00
100 E. Walnut (lntersedlon of E. 13 & RaJll0ad) 529-2534
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MANILA. Philippines-A decade ago, when a militruy mutiny turned
into a popular uprising and forced Fcnlinand and Imelda Marcos from
the presidential palace, the Philippine first lady's famous shoe collection
emerged as the defining feature of the corrupt excesses of the Marcos' s
20-ycar rule. But now, 10 years after his ouster on Feb. 2S, 1986,
Ferdinand Marcos in death is enjoying something close to a Nixonesquc
rchabilitalioo. Many MarcoHra officials have emerged to hold key positions in the legislature and the cabineL And most strikingly, a recent
public-o:,inion survey by the respected Social Weather Stations fotmd
that most Filipinos today view the Marcos regime favorably, ran1ting
Maroos fur higher than Aquino on most counts.
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NEWS

City dev~lopi11g
plan for futu,re
By Brian T. Sutton
Daily Egyptian Reporter

Caroondale is beginning a project with a Chicago planning company to develop a plan that will
guide the city's business development up to 2017. a Carbondale
planning official say~.
Tom Redmond. Carbondale
planning services director. said a
new comprehensive plan that maps
out the growth of community businesses will replace a plan which
was adopted in 1979.
He said the city has outgrown
the previous plan which did not
anticipate growth in some areas.
such as the area around the
Univcr.;itv Mall. 1237 E. Main SL
He said the new plan will allow for
unanticipated changes to be factored in without creatir another
plan.
~
Redmond said the previous
Carbondale plan. Complan 2002.
was completed by a Carbondale
Planning Commission employee.
He said the plan took two ycan; to
complete.
He said the city hired Ca;,iiros
Lid .. which is a planning company

from Chicago. to write the tiew
plan. Redmond said Camiros officials have said they will complete
the plan within. J5 months and will
then submit the plan to the city for
approval.
Redmond said the plan is
designed to gµide the development
of the city by outlining areas the
city does or does not want to grow.
The plan will also reevaluate city
ordinances penalning to business
groMh within the city.
Redmond said the new plan will
depend on the cooperation of three
groups: Camiros. a 27 member
advisory committee and city officials.
He said the Comprehensive
Planning Advisory Committee will
include representatives from SIUC.
Kim Clemens. Undergraduate
Student Government president antl
a member on the advisory committee representing SIUC. said she is
glad the city is a~king students to
be involved in the dc,•elopment of
the plan.
The Graduate and Professional
Student Council has not named a
representative to the committee.

see PLANNING, page 7

New database allows
library access at home
By C. Kuhlmey
Daily Egyptian Repor1er

These days. many demand technology that will either save them
time or ensure that they will never
have to leave their home. The
Morris Library
Electronic
Reference Library SilvcrPlatter project is another innovation in that
trend. a library director says.
The ERL project. marketed by
SilverPlatter. is a program combining all the library's indi~,idual
databases into one program. There
arc 24 databases in all. ranging
from English to the sciences.
Jim Fox. director of reference
.~ervices and collection manage-

ment, said the ERL svstem will
enable students to acces.~ necessary
information in half the time it
would nonnally take.
'"Since the svstcm can search all
or a number ::ir databases at one
time. students will save time
because they won't have to go to
different areas in the lihrarv to look
for infonnation:· he said .. :With the
new upgn1de to the system. studenL~
will not even have lo leave their
home to access the system.··
The network was introduced last
fall but could only be accessed
through tl)e library. Students and
faculty were able to download the

Lll Rav Cwura- The Daily f,:1p1ian

Construction zone:

Dan Lutcl1kn (left) and Pat Cheak, employees of Carbondale
Seamless Gutter in Makanda, remodel tire front of Power Players, 815 S. Illinois Alie., Monday after-

110011 •

s~e ERL, page 7

Tanning season has begun
By Mary Beth Arimond
Daily Egyptian Reporter

Andrea Mortimer packed her
suitcase with bikinis. monev and
sunglasses for when she drives
down 10 Daytona. Fla. next week.
But there is one thing she still needs
10 do before she leaves: tan.
Monimer. a senior in radio-television from Virden, said she always
trie.~ to tan indoors before she takes
off for a trip where there is a beach.
'"I need to tan ahead of time so I
won"t bum while I'm in Daytona...
she said. ··1 feel a little awkward
standing on a beach looking -pale.
and I want some color on my
body.'"
Mortimer is not the only student
toa~ting herself in the beds. Indoor
tanning has been popular for students going on spring break. as well
as for those staying in town.
Stephanie Kelly. manager of
Puretan. 855 E. Grand Ave .. said
this is the busiest time of the vcar
for tanning salons. and many of
their customers l:m there for various rca~ns.
"A lot of people choose indoor
tanning in order to get a base tan,"
she said. 'They want to have color

Indoor Tanning Tips
Avoid frequent or
lengthy exposure

0

Wear protective eye ·
wear such as goggles

--

Check medications

By Agnieuka Pieczonko, Doily Egyption

bJ:fore they expose themselves to
the ~un so they won't bum. Others
j1L~t want their bodies lo be real dark
before they even get to their destination. A lot of people just come to

relax bt.>cause of the heat and background music in the beds."
James Horaz, an employee of

see SIULE, page 7
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Student adiVffY
fee does not -need
•
•
an increase again
A RECENT PROPOSAL BY SOME MEMBERS OF
the Undergraduate Student G'lvemment calls for students
to chip in an extra $2.25 per semester for student activity
fees. If passed, the increase would be implemented in a twoyear period.
On the surface, the proposal might seem reasonable. This
fee hasn't been increased since 1993 and inflation makes
student activities cost more. USG officials say the number of
registered student organizations is increasing, causing a
steady amount of money to be thinned out over more
groups. It could also be argued that students won't be hit
hard by an extra $2.25 they would have to pay each
semester.
Members of the USG Finance Committee also say RSO
members have been pushing them to increase the fee.
Despite these facts, we think a broader look at student
activity fees illustrates some problems with another increase.
Six years ago the student activity was $9.55 per semester.
Now it stands at $18.75. A little arithmetic shows the student
activity fee has grown about 16.1 percent per year during
this period. At the same time, the Consumer Price Index has
grown an average of only 3.3 percent per year.
These numbers convey a simple message: The student
activity fee has been growing much faster than inflation.
Admittedly. most of these fee increases took place before
1993. It's also true that the proposed increase is closer to
inflation than i~ the pasL

BUT THE FEE HAS GROWN 96 PERCENT DURING
the 1990s. This makes it difficult for us to see why more
money is needed. Are there 96 perc.;•,• more activities on
campus now?
The proposed increase, although closer to inflation than
previous increases. would still make the activity fee grow
faster than inflation after it is fully implemented.
Although studer.ts may not notice an extra $2.25 on their
bursar bill every semester, they do not deserve to be asked
for more money every few years.
The issue of another fee increase also raises a question:
When will the :ncreases stop?
All of the activity fee increases during the 1990s have
been greater than the rate of inflation. This means someone
want,; to spend more money on student activities - more
money even when the funds are adjusted for inflation.
Members of USG and RSOs may contend that studenLi;
have more activity options as a result of charging studenLi;
a higher fee every semester. This may be true but USG
needs to determine if more activities are really needed
before it continues the trend of spending mor~ and more
money on activities.
We also find the proposal surprising when the University
is facing a very tough money problem that has prompted the
administration to implement a temporary hiring freere.
Why shouldn"t the financial crisis extend to RSOs and
USG? Are student activities immune from campus-wide
financial problems?
To top it off. SIUC student,; have already seen increases in
their overall student fees to fund a mass athletics and a mass
transit system used by the whole city.
While the fees have been increasing, so has tuition. This
often out~ students in a more severe financial situation than
the University.
In light of all this. we think a student activity fee increase
is inappropriate and hope USG votes down the proposal,
which is scheduled to be voted on this Wednesday.
We encourage students who feel the same way to tell their
elected representatives in USG.

Letters to the Editors
Letter ignores reality of military units
I am responding to Mr.
Lambcn's comments that were
presented in the Tuesday edition
of the Daily EK)ptian.
I would like to start by saying,
"Mr. Lambctt. you arc extremely
ignorant to the truth of war and
the ways which those in noncombat ~elpcd my unit and every
other forward combat unit in military history." While a member of
the Marines 1st Light Armored
Vehicle Battalion in Somalia and
Operation Dcscr·t Storm; we

depended on those in non-combat
roles, f)articularly those in desk
jobs. They provided my reconnaissance unit. and other combat
troops working with us, with
intelligence reports, pay and
motivation.
As is plain to sec in reference
to your leuer Mr. Lambert, you
know nothing about the intcrconncc!ed military unit working as a

and charge people with not
deserving of recognition, you
open your eyes and rcali1,e how
many people helped you along
the way. If I must say it in clearer terms, "Sec the big picture and
do not be so narrow minded.""
I challenge you, Mr. L1rnbcrL
to educate yourself upon the
importance of non-combat roles
in the military.

May I suggest next time you
choose to make a false accusation

SophoTTWre. College of Science

team.

Racial views require
focus and education
Focus: The a!ljtL~tmcnt of an optical device necessary to produce a clear image. Our hearts follow our dreams, our minds
direct our (Xlths. and our soul is the "time-piece" of God tuned
to rhythm of his hcartbcaL
Hi~tory has a way of giving us differing views of the same
events. Television, movies, newspapers and polls can be informal and/or deceiving. Our nation has yet to focus clearly on its
problem with ethnic diversity. It's ironic that our troops arc in
Bosnia to keep the peace.
Rodney King, Reginald Denny, Newt Gingrich, "The
Million Man March," "Waiting to Exhale," and now Michael
Jackson and Spike Lcc"s music video, titled "History." We
continue 10 allow exrem11 forces 10 influence our intem11 ~"On•
1ml.
There is a "hcnl-crowd"" mentality today, which is pervading
American society. How in the world can 248 million people
have tl1e same opinion? Yet tools like opinion polls lead many
of us to believe so. Can you imagine your instructor giving
you partial credit on a multiple choice exam because you
thought an an.~wer wa<;, in your opinion. right!
A few so-called "Radical Republicans·· led by Rep.
ThaddctL~ Stevens called for a redistribution of the land in the
Sout11 among liberated African-Americans and fonncr slavcowncrs. Today our nation ronlinues 10 pay for not doing what's
right.
Send a postcard to Rep. Newt Gingrid1, cxprcs.~ing your
interest in seeing that H.R. 891 (a bill establishing a commission to examine the institution of slavery) reaches the House
floor for debate, or you can send President Clinton a posrcanl.
Request that he.grant African Americans reparations.
Rep. Newt Gingrich
Pres. Bill Oinlon
House of Representatives
l(j()() PenlL~ylvania Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20515
Wa,;hington, D.C. 20500
We the people must be in ctwgc of our government in word
and deed. Let your voice of jtL~licc, freedom and equality be
heard.
If you believe that prayer changes things, then make rcpara·
lions a p.1rt of your routine until il is rcali7.cd.
George II. Willirum

Senior, education
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On-off switch is best V-chif);
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The Telecommunications bill
swept its way through Congress
and was signed into law by the
President. Naturally. the press
decided to form a protest after ii
was too late. The Internet i~ covered by h111lc1in board.~ all a~king,
"Is the V-chip an infringement on
people's First Amendment right~T'
Instead of forcing people to lake a
tim1 stand ,,n the issue. 1herc arc
1he usual choices: Yes. no and ··1~
the vole being monitored"!" This
kind of ,urvey seems lo be the
same joke the press plays 011 the
American public evcrytimc a major
issue comes hefore the nation.
What does ii matter what 1he counlr.' think., now rhal there is lirtle 10
b.: done. The same thing happent.-d
when the Pre.sic.lent ga\'e his. 'The
Pope told me to give peace a
chance in. Bosnia" speech. The
press went on a ··what do you
think?" survey the next day.
Naturnlly the country wa, 80 pcrl-Cnt behind him. 80 percent against
him. and 80 percent undecided.
The polls proved nothing and
whether or nor the public rhoughl ii
was a good idea w.L,n·t an issue.
The troops were going in the same
way the Tdccommunicarions bill is
law. Sure the V-chip is a bad idea.
bur like everything else in
American rnllure. this debale is
going 10 ha\'e to he ba1tled ou1 i,1
,oun.
The Unilcd Stale~ ha.s historical1~ been a na1ion againM censm.,hip.
·n,e signing of lhis bill wa.s ,omet hi ng e\'en Tipper Gore would
,mile about There remains many
pmblcms fm:ing the V-chip debale
right now. The question., are: Who
i, going to create lhe chip'! Who is
going lo de1cm1inc what should be
censored~ And. doc~ it even pay to
run NYPD Blue for another season?
TI1..-rc i, no nam,w int..-rpret:uion
of wha1·, obscene. and rh..-

Pe rs p e c ti v·e s
Supreme l'OUrt will nor be quick to
address this issue. The court didn't
even want 10 confronl the issue in
Near v. Minnesota. a ca,;e all great
journalists ha\'e memorized. In the
ca.-;e. the issue of prior rc.stminl was
called into question. The jus1ices
finally came lo the conclusion lhat
neither the government or the
coun, could put a restraint on any
material that may appear in a
newspaper. If anyone wa~ going lo
sue. they'd have to wail until after
,, came out in print. Television ha.~
no such boundaries other than those
estahlished by the FCC.
The Chicago Tribune covered
the is.sue rnther thoroughly. Steve
Johnson. who wrote the article.
received a quote from Sen. Paul
Simon. The senator agreed the government h,l, no business in regulation and it was up lo "the TV
industry lo police itself." Many
channels on cable already code
their programs. If customers want
that service. they need lo onlcr ii.
How ever. there is the issue of ahor1ion and pornography on the
Internet. Pornography is not protected under the constitution. If
anyone Wilnh to sec Pamela
Anderson. they have to go through
a decoding prti..-c.". 111c grc.il thing
about government regula1ion is that
Amcncans always find other subMilutes. There is al~o confusion
ahout what the government means
by not allowing abortion on the
Internet. Is mentioning the word
wmng? Alx>nion is a mornlity issue

and therefore ha~ no place being
regulated by the government.
The Tribune interviewed Tim
Collins, the Canadian V-chip
inventor. He said, "Each show gets
a movie style rating, from G 10 R.
then a O lo 5 rating on sexual content - 5 being the most intense.
Melrose place would be the equivalent of PG-13 with a 2 rating."
Naturally, many of these shows'
creators are worried the government is trying lo dictate hew crcat i ve they can be. Would
commercial television delve into
the area of the Playboy Channel or
late night HBO? The answer is no.
Family values wa~ a re-occurring
theme of the comments made by
people on the Internet survey. The
on-off switch is perhaps the best Vchip. Parental responsibility is a
belief embedded in every family.
Violence is not caused by what
people see on ER. or 10 a lesser
extent. Melrose Place. Violence
results from a breakdown in the
home. c :en though the media has
p,..-ople believe 01herwise. h's up to
the parent~ to shelter their children.
not the government! The V-chip
will inevitably lead to programming problems for the average
American family. After all, there
are already 100 many buttons on
the VCR remote people don't
know how to use. Does America•
really need another one?

Mark Rahm/ow is a SIUC sophomore majori11g i11 political scie11ce
mu/ journalism.
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RESIDENCE Housing Associar:on.
8:30 p.m .• Student Cen1e1 lllinoi,
Room. Contact: Jon, 536-5504.
BLACKS Interested in Busine,,. 6
p.m .. Srudenl Center Mackinaw
Room. Contacl: Ja.'°n. 453-6673

SOPHISTS. mundtable discussion on
··issues or Image: Electing the
President of the United Stato." members and non-members welcome. 6
p.m .. Student Center Iroquois Room.
Contact: Jim, 549-4451.
PHOTOGENISIS. 5: 15 p.m .•
Communications Building Room
1122. Contact: Beth. 5294821.
KAPPA ALPHA Psi, Miss Diamond

LACROSSE Club Pracuce. 8-'UO
p.m . Recreation Ccnier Tennis
Court,. Contact: Lance. 351-1950.

Jubilee Players Ball lnluest meeting.
7 p.m.• Studl'"III Center Activity Room
B. Contacl: Patrick.. 457-2980.

I
I

~

"Pick it up, save a buck"

I Free Delivery -d!!:- Carrv Out I
I 4S7-4243 ~ 4S7-7112 I
L - ,£<>~~r:,.- ..L- <?,!!.cr~02£!~ - .J
Offer Expires 03/12/96
Limit Eight Per Coupcn

e
II

LUNCH AT THE
h11111111111111111111111t11111rl

e
If

Italian. Village
Sun.•Sat. 11 a,m.•Midni9ht

Daily Lunch Specials
$ 1 .40 Pizza Slices
S.mdwich Specials
Great Pasta Dishes Too!
-. ~•P •

Calendar
Ali,sa. 536-1034.

·t ble on ay
.
I · :Ava1 a thru
I *Add'.
1t1onal-r1oppmg
1
I Frida;H:30 • 1:30 . I .50 Per Topping Per Pizza I
Availab,e at Carbondale
.1bl Carbo d
I
Pizza Hut Only
I Ava1 a e at
n ale I
I
-4!!:I
Pizza Hut Only
I

deadline March 8. Contact: USG.
536-3381.

Entertainment

:'J ·•

Here's Your Chance
to sit in the
Director's Chair

FEATURE
Presentations.
Competition Showcase for the Big
Muddy Film Festival, 12-2 p.m ..
University M1tscum Auditorium, free.
Contacl: For more infonnation, 4531482.
"WHERE the Path Forks."
Competition Showcase for lhe Big
Muddy Film Festival. 4:30-6:30 p.m..
Student Center Auditorium, SI.
Contact: For more infomiati0t:, 4531482.

CIVIL AIR Patrol. 7 p.m .. Marion
Airpon. Contact: Wayman. 529.'737.

SPC-TV. 7 p.m .. Student Center
Corrrnrh Rnom. Contact: Jeremy.
536-11-11.

FREE LUNCH for Internationals. 11
a.m.-1 p.m., at the Baptist Student
Center. Contact: uiretta. 457-2898.

"HAVING a Real Day of It,"
Competition Showcase for the Big
Muddy Film r-cstival. 7-9 p.m., Pinch
Penny's Pub. free. Contact: For more
infonnation. -153-1482.

LIBRARY Seminar Series. P,yclit

BLACK AFFAIRS Council. Finance
Committee. 5 p.rn .. BAC office.
Contact: Will. -153-2534.

and Eric. I0-11 a.m. and 1-2 JJ.m.. "E PLURIBUS Unum," lecture on
Morris Library Room 103 D. • im 1igration and race in America at
Conlal1: Undergraduate Desk. 453- the Lcsar Law Building Law School
2818.
Counroom. 4 p.m. Contact: 536-

ZETA PHI Beta. Famous Black

UNIVERSITY C~reer Services.

Women. 7 p.m .. S1uden1 Cenler
TIJCht.-.. Room. Contact: Lesley. 5491477.

Curriculum Vira Preparation
Seminar. 5 p.m.. Lawson Hall IOI.
Contact: Debra. 453-2391.

PRE-MEDICAL

PUERTO RICO Association, for
future activities. Contact: Jose. 529-

Professions
Associa:iun. 7 p.m., Student Center
Video Lounge. Contact: Jennifer.
351-1185.

n 11.

4929.

UNDERGRADUATE RSO Annual
ZOOLOGY Club, 7 p.m .. Life
Science II Room 303. Contact:

Free Allocation Packets, Available
Now, Student Center USG office,

Gain the experience you need to build
your resume through the Student
Programming Council (SPC). Each
year SPC produces over 800 campus
events & still has the following
1996/1997 Director's positions open:
• Sunset Concerts
• Administration
• Cinema
• Travel
• Homecoming

Deadline to apply is 4 .p.in.
Wednesday Feb. 28 at the .SPC ,9ffice
. 3rd floor Student Center.
--- .For.more info. call 536~3a93_~_ i~
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Tour
continued from page 1
of the tour was SIU's budget He
said issues facing. both the
Edwardmlle and Carbondale cam-

puses were discussed.
Sanders said olher issues he thinks

are most important for the senatoIT;
to learn about SIU are the decline in
stud~'lt, entollf!'lent, budgeting,
intiasrructure needs and problems
with deferred maintenance.
Ratischenberger·said he also
learned about faculty retention and

saJary issues.
"We had a good discussion on
retention of faculty arid comparative
saJary issues," Rauschenberger said.
<

•

"It's important we retain the best faculty we can, especially at SIU."
Rauschenberger said along with
SJU,.he· has been invited to tour
other Illinois univen.ities. He said he
hopes to return with other members
of the appropriations committee
because he wants SIU and other universities io receive adequate funding.
"Education is always the most
talked-about part of the budget;•
Rauschenberger said.
Rauschenberger said education
experiences the largest increase of
funding in the budget He said he
thought the SIUC visit gave him a
chance to experience issues at the
university level.
"It was a great opportunity to find
out what's going on in education,"
he said.

Scientists: Small planets
form in 10 million years
Washin~ton Post

8. N,/JOM<> E. -

The Daily ~"!}'Ptian

Positively shocking:

Carbondale resident Jim • :.vomey, an electrician wit/r tire CIPS, uses a
no11co11d11ctive pole to open electrical switc/res on power lines along Wall Street Monday. Ope11i11g tlte
switc/res is a safety preca11tio11 take,; when i11sta/li11g 11ew power lines.

Music
continued from page 1
fine up to $5()(,, he said.
Priddy said the department
receives compiaints from resident~
of loud music coming from cars,
but it docs not mean a ticket will be
issued.
He said the ordinance is primarily enforced on the street by an officer who nears the sound from a
vehicle.
Glenda Davis, deputy ci:y clerk.
said the ordinance wa~ adopted in
1990 by the Carbondale City
Council. but Priddy said each spring
a

Priddy said if an
officer hears
sound from a
vehicle, at least
up to 50 feet
away, the officer
will pull the
vehicle over.
police enforce the ordinance more
beginning in the spring and continuing thmugn th·e summer.

AllEmative Spring Break 96
Mwic, Dance and

Me.ditationTraining
Workshops, six nights of lodging & 15 vegetarian meals for
only$145
Program includes:
Meditation techniques,
relaxation exercises, yoga pos~
lures, vegetarian cooking, -. '•·
wholistic lifestyle, music & oriiversa! dances, sports & outdoor
· . adventures: : ~; ':/ ·

0-tark~Cmter, ·,•
Willow Springs, MO
Fc:rnminbmatim:

618-457-6024 er 800-896-2387

-=-----.------------,,..,..

Jap;J

Studyin ~

Presentation:
3:00 p.m. , February 28
Humanities Lounge
Faner Hall Room 2302

_

Scientis:.~ have Jong known that
cenain primitive meteorites stony chunks that fall to Earth
from space - were exposed to
water during the first 100 million
years after the planets began to
form out of a cloud of dust and gas
whirling around the infant sun.
some 4.5 billion years ago.
Now. for the first lime, a team
led by Ernst Zinner of Washington
University in St. Louis has pinpointed the date.
The researchers found that the
reactions between primordial rock
and liquid water occurred much
earlier than expected - Jess than
20 million years after the first
solid objects formed.
Ian D. Hutcheon of Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory
said in an interview: "This is
important, because it means the
small planets (where the meteorites formed) must have fom1ed
even sooner. . .. So the length of
time it takes to form small planet.~
is only about 10 million years."
The Zinner findings arc presented in the Feb. 22 issue of Nature.
with a cor.:panion article by
Hutcheon.
Zinner determined the date by
measuring isotopes contained in
the most primitive type of mete-

orite, which is believed to contain
samples of the original material
from which the solar system
formed.
But even these primordial
objects show signs that their original rock interacted with liquid
water.
The researchers say the process
produces changes comparable to
the mineral formations known as
stalactites and stalagmites that are
familiar to cave exp_lorers on
Earth.
When the first small asteroidsized "planetesimals'" - the parent bodies of meteorites - formed
around the sun. they presumably
incorporated ices from the cooling
cloud of debris.
Then. heat from collisions or
from the decay of radioactive elements melted the ice.
The water reacted with precursor minerals 10 form carbonates.
Zinner said.
Mixed in at the same time were
radioisotopes of manganese-53,
which must have been produced
by nuclear reactions inside other
stars shortly before the solar system formed.
This isotope, \l,ith its slow, constant rate of decay, served as the
clock that allowed scientists to
determine how long ago the minerals and water reacted.

were
overstocked!
(oops)
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ERL
continued from page 3
program from the campus network onto their system sta.-t.ing
Wednesday.
Previously, students had to use
computers in different departments within the library to access
information in a particular subject
Fox said now that the software
is available to the public, the program can be accessed by any
person who is registered with the
Saluki on-line network.
"Anyone who owns a modem
can download the system onto
their computer," Fox said.
Kathy Fahey, science librarian
al Morris Library said the program also has a faster processing
time than any other sortir:g system at the library.
"Previously, the SilverPlatter
databases were only available on
compact disc, which hinders processing time," Fahey said. "Since
all of the databases will now be
installed on a computer's bard

Sizi..]e
continued from page 3
European Tan Spa, 300 E. Main
SL, said bis business bas tripled
this month because of students
preparing for spring break.
Horaz. said by law, tanning
salons have 10 keep a personal
record of every customer who
tans.
"We keep track of their skin
tyyx: and how it reacts to the sun
so we can determine bow long
they should tan," he said.
Kelly said tanning salons provide precautions tr> every customer to reduce the risk of skin
cancer.
She said people should avoid
freq1:.:nt or lengthy exposure,
w= protective eye wear such as
goggles and check their medications, like antibiotics, which can
cause sensitivity to light.
Kelly said many of her customers prefer indoor tanning over
outdoor tanning because it takes
place in a controlled environ-

drive, processing time will take
seconds instead of minutes."
Fox said the program is available only to students and faculty
with a Kerberos account, which
allows students and faculty to
access the Universities on-line
services. Netscape is recommended to access the program.
"We wanted to malce sure that
only campus members were only
able to access ERL," be said.
"We paid a lot of money for this
program, and we want to make
sure that only students and faculty benefit from it"
Fahey said the number of
databases that will be available
in tbc future is limitless, if there
is money available to support it
"We will be adding a number
of databases within the next few
months," she said. "Money, not
technology, will be the only
thing limiting the number of programs that will be available. The
programs are not very cheap."
The address for the ERL program
is
bttp//:www.lib.siu.edu/erU and is
available for both Apple and
IBM-based systems.

menL
"People are able to monitor
their exposure," sbc said.
"Whereas, when they tan outdoors, it's difficult to measure the
length of exposure because they
tend to lose ttack of the time."
Kevin Lister, executive director of American Cancer Society
in Southern Illinois, said there is
no such thing as a safe tanning
bed, and the Society encourages
everyone to stay out of them.
He said that this year, there
will be 800,000 cases of skin cancer through epidermal studies,
along with 9,430 deaths from
skin cancer.
Horaz said European Tan Spa
carries a lot of finalizers and
lotions to prevent people from
burning, but Lister said people
arc defeating the purpose if they
use sunscreen while tanning
indoors.
"The American Cancer Society
docs not advocate using sunscreens in L"'nning beds," he said.
~Instead. the American Cancer
Society encourages people to stay
om of the beds altogether."

Cuban Americans protest
aircraft incident in streets
Newsday

MIAMI-A, the United States
weighed what action 10 take
against Cuba for shlXlting down
two civilian ain,Taft. hundreds of
Cuban Americans Sunday took to
lhe streets of lhis exile community
to pmtcsl what they C."'lled an act
of war.
A Cuban MiG-29 fighter jct
destroyed the two small Cessna
aircraft piloted by Cuban exiles
Salurday hy firing air-to-air missi!cs at them over international
watcrs near lhc Cuba"s northern
roast. U.S. official~ said.
The four people on board the
two planes were presumably
killed.
Coast Guard ships Sunday
searched in vain foc survivors from
;lhc auack, which the Cuban govemmcnt mainlained took place
within its territorial airspace.
More than 500 Cuban
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Metal
continued from page 3
right off that be "came here to kill
someone or play some fucking
music."
Spellbound's new bassist, Jeff
Want, played his fourth show with
the band. He filled any boles left by
~tly dcparu:d Phil Bloodworth.
A1tbough Spellbound kiclccd off 1bc
set with a cover of Kiss' "Detroit
Rock City," there was oo apparent
evidence that vocalist Stritzel "first
drank then smoked" as Paul Stanley
sings on lbc original, but be sang it
more than oonvincingly.
Stritzel, a textbook rock 'n' roll
singer, had his elbows pulled back
and an eternally grim look on his
face. He interacted often with lbc
crowd wilh his rordlcss miaopbonc
in hand. He conned and danced
briefly with a beautiful and obviously intoxicated fan while singing
Ozzy's "Mama, I'm Comin'
Home."
Spellbound got the crowd on its
feet again, dancing on the extended
stage to Billy Idol's "Rebel Yell."
Slri17.cl and company whipped free
T-shirts and hats to the bccr-guzzling fans who could not muster up

Planning
amtinued from page 3
Another SIUC representative
will be James Tweedy, vice chancellor for academic affairs.
Redmond said Camiros had prcviousl y completed a plan for
Bloomington, Ind., and he said
Carbondale officials were pleased
with the work Camiros had done
there.

(f

Overall, Metal Fest '96 was a muchneeded exercise in reviving a genre that
has been treated like a rented mule in
Carbondale too long.... (One) that once
went. along with the party school image.
enough energy to dance.
Stri17.el, too hot for a shirt, took
off bis nipple-covering apparel
while singing Judas Priest's
"Brealcins 1bc Law," doing just that
as he bared his nipples against lbc
CarbondaJe city onlinance.
Thmm Bay, celebrating its twoyear anniversary, was a premium
act for most of its set The originals
held up nicely, aloog wilh covers of
Danz.ig's "Mother" and Metallica's
"Seek and Destroy," dming which
Wade Foskey emulated Lars
Ulrich's dnmuning to perfection.
After guitarist Tommy DcWolf
twanged away at the theme song to
"Scooby Doo," dudcy slipper-wcaring singer Shane Aden came out
with facial paint and a newly
acquired ponytail on top of bis
head. The band promptly and fittingly shifted into a cover of Kiss'
"Deuce." Aden Jed the group with a

blow-up Budweiser guitar in hand
as it rocked and swayed in unison,
putting lbc final touch on a great set.
Thunder Bay's upcoming CD,
tcDlalively titled "Doppleganger," is
sure to be something for the bani
rock enthusiast because of lbc high
quality rock 'n' roll the quartet pro-

Redmond said the citizens of
Carbondale will be involved in
each step.
"The ac.l.visory committee will
represent different groups within
city," he said. "But the citizens
will also be able to address the
planning directly."
One way the citizens will he
involved is with a random survey
to be mailed to 2,500 households
in Man:h, Redmond said.
He said all the meetings will
be o~n to the P?blic and said

all citizens are invited to participate.
Camiros representatives, the
Comprehensive Plan Advisory
Committee,
the
Planning
Commission and the City Council
will be on band for a public meeting tonight at 7 p.m. al the City
Council Chamber, (1.)7 E. College
SL
'-' .
Redmond said the meeting will
outline the work Camiros will do
and bow lhc citizens of
CaJbondalc can assisv • ·

duces together.
Show openers Everylhing's
Green, from Murphysboro, set the
tone for the PJ,CUdo-mosbing that
came on as the show aged. Its brand
of heavy-duty rock left the other
bands with some shoes to fill
Overall, Metal Fest '96 was a
much-needed exercise in reviving a
genre that has been treated like a
rented mule in Carbondale for too
long. With high-quality performances like the ones at Metal Fest
'96, sruc might get a little bit of
the substance that once went along
with the pany school image.

o~s
Men's and Women's Hiking Boots

30%-50%OFF
~; SHOES W' STU,,_ •
12~

106 S. llllnols Ave., Carbondale
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Miami unscathed in another aircraft after Sruurday's attack.
-we suffered a lot in Cuba and
we suffer a lot today," said
Eli7.abctl1 Hernandez., 32. a c o l l e g e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
student who fled Cuba five years
ago. '"These pilot, were unarmed.
How can you fire at mosquitoes
with war planesT'
Hugo Vidal, 34, a deliveryman,
joined others in calling for an
international blockade against the
government of his homeland.
"You feel helpless, impotent," be
said. "These were American citizcns, American planes flying in
international waters. How can (the
U.S.) keep its arms crossed to

WINTER CLEARANCE
NOW lhru March 3rd

STOREWIDE SALE

thisT'
U.S. Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen,
a Cuban-born Republican congrcsswoman from Florida, urged
1bc Clinton administration to take
strong action. "It was
act of
aggression, an act of tcnorism, an
act of war," she said.

an
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Satellite
lost in
space
The Wa§hington Post
CAPE CANAVERAL, FL1.A S440 million science satellite
was lost in space Sunday night
when a slender tether holding it
lo the shuttle Columbia suddenly snapped. sending the small
instrument package s.'liling into
oblivion in a costly failure ror
NASA and the Italian Space
Agency.
1be tether h;L~ broken at the
boom! .. astronaut Jeffrey
Hoffman suddenly exclaimed
when the cable broke. 1lte reth•
er has broken. It is going away
from us. Get it on the TV,
Claude. plea.,;c get ii on the TV!
The tether has broken...
Astronaut Claude Nicollier
quickly aimed the shuttle's television camera~ a.~ the receding
s.·uellite 10 document its departure. In st:1rk, black-and-white
footage. the satellite could be
seen slowly sinking in tl1e black
night of space. trailing 12 mile.~
of jumbled, now-u.,;cless 1etl1er
in iL\ wake.
Columbia and its seven-man
crew were 1101 in ,my danger
frnm the incident. The cable
broke inside a telescoping 39fnot J;umching boom extending
nut of the shuttle's cargo bay
like a giant fishing rod. About
30 feet of tether rem.1incd in.~ide
lite boom, but the rest pulled
free witl1 tltc satellite.
Putting their disappointment
a.~idc. !,be astmnaul~ and flight
l'Ontrollcrs worked to in.~t the
boom to make sure the rem..'lining cable would not prevent tile
tower·s retraction later. The
lxxHD can be jeuisoncd if ncccss.vy.
The astronaut~ were in the
process of unrcclin,1 tile Italian
Tethered Satellire 12.5 miles
into space when the tether
snapped.
The idea W.L~ to demon.wale a
novel technique for generating
electrical power using the telher' s passage through Earth's
magnetic field and electrically
chargoo ionos(ilcrc. Other applications included futuristic methods for raising or lowering a
satellite's orbit without using
rodcet power.
The deployment had proceeded like clockwork from the point
Ilic satellite wa~ relca.~ at 3:45
p.m. Sunday, and excited scientists watched tltcir instruments
eagerly as electron.~ began nowing through the tetllcr exactly as
planned.
"'11lc tetllcr is not straight It
make.~ a huge bow," Hoffman
ob!oerved at one point -It goes
out toward tile nose of Ilic shuttle :md tltcn make.~ a huge curving an: 111 come back to the
s:1tcllite. 11·~ quite remarkable.
When Ilic sun rises, Ilic satellite
is the hrightc.~t star in tlJc sky."
'111at's awesome," replied
astronaut David Wolf in
Hou.\ton. "We arc really pushing out rcthcr right now."
"Yeah, we're pll~hing out lots
of tether and we're polling down
a lot of electrons:· Hoffman
replied.
"Sitting close to 1,600 volts,"
Wolf said. "And that's at 420
milliamps,Jeff." ,
But suddenly, witlJ tlJc sate!lite aoout 12 miles out, the tctller snapped without warning.
Thc~llitcwaspropclledaway
atncarly lOOmphrclalivetothc
I!i'~l!l~\!!J~Jctller
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Firefighters: Monday morning grease
fire controlled before it could spread
By Kendra Helmer
Dally Egyptian Reporter

caused the fire to spread."
The tenant, James Williams,
alerted the fire department at
5:05 a.m.
Two engines and a ladder
truck responded to the fire.
Threlkeld said. T!Je fire was
under control witllin 30 minutes,
and there were no injuries. ·
Threlkeld said tile apartment sustained approximately $5,000 in
damage.
,
'11te kitchen sustained major
damage," he said. '111e rest of
the apartment had minor smoke
and water damage. Tuer:: was

A fire early Monday morning
at a Hyde Park apartment. 504 S.
Wall SL, was controlled before it
could spread to the rest of the
building, a fire chief snys.
'111e fire started from a grease
fire on a stove," Hnrry Threlkeld.
Carbondale Fire Department
assistant fire chicr, said. "The
man was using grease. and it
overheated and ignited. He tried
10 extinguish it witll water, which

Oh

sure,

wired to

it

also minor damage to tile rest or
"We were real lucky that .it
the building."
was confined to the one apanKallcntino Williamson, 23, a ment." he said. "The apartment
tenant at Hyde Parle and a student doors have clr..;ers on them so
at John A. Logan College, said · tllat tile door automatically shuts
he was awakened by someone behind yo•J. This prevented the
knocking on the door.
.
fire from spreading."
'°The building manager came
Tbrelkeld said the Fire
around to evacuate the building," Department receives many calls
Williamson said. "I got out of for cooking fires.
my room and saw smoke and
"Don't ever throw water on a
names coming out of the guy's grease fire. It will make it
window."
worse," be said. "Use a fire
'Threlkeld said tbe fire could extinguisher, put a lid over tile
ha"'; easily spread to other apart· pan or throw baking soda on tile
ments.
fire."

looks innocent.

But it could be
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ENTERTAINMENT

Bands pay tribute to influential, blues man
By Travis Akin
Daily Egyptian Reporter

The Sunday performance of
local blues bands at the Hangar 9
was r.,ore than just a way 10 raise
money for the medical expenses of
bluesman Martin "Big Larry··
Albrit1on. it was a tribute to a man
who has innucnccd local musicians. Robbie Stokes, guitarist for

St. Stephens Blues. said.
Albritton is in Carbondale recovering from an operation.
He said he wanted to thank people such as Hangar 9 owner Richanl
Simpson. a man who gave him
money to gel his career back on
track in Chicago a few ye:u-s ago.
"'They arc the reasons I am in
Carbondale today," he said, "and I
will die in Carbondale."
The evening began with the local

PATIICX T.

GASIOII - The DJily fg)pti.m

Martin "Big Larry" Albrit/011 (rixht) perjorms witlt St. Strplre11s Blues
S1111dny 11igltt at H,111.~nr 9

music of St. Stephens Blm:s.
The band played some old blues
tunes such as "Five Long Years."
Stokes added a new dimension to
the clas.\ic song. His soulful rendition was comparable to Buddy
Guy's version. Stokes has a great
ability to play slow blues, capturing
its emotion with his style.
He understands the feeling of the
blues and is able to bring that out in
his performance.
One of the highlights of the
evening was when Albritton look
the stage with St. Stephens Blue.s
for a very stirring version of B.B.
King's '1be Thrill is Gone."
The bluesman was in obvious
pain from his operation. but he still
put on a speclllcular show.
The Jim Skinner Band. from
Carbondale, played a few. original
songs and some traditional blues
numbers. Lead vocalist Jim Skinner
took command of the ent;.-c place
with his powerful vocals.
His voice reminded one of the
energetic style of blues legend Otis
Rushing. Skinner•s band plays a
style of Chicago blues that is filled
with emotion. His energy spilled out
10 the crowd a.~ he got them dancing
and singing along on "Hey
Bartender," an original song.

-~
Review
The last act was the Alright Blues
Band, winner of "Best New Band"
at the Southern Illinois Music
Awards earlier this month. The
band features a horn section that
gives the music an orchestrated
style. •
Its version of B.B. King•s "How
Blue Can You Get" did justice to
the original. The horns gave the
song the same musical sound that PAma T. CAsloll - The 0Ji/y CgyptiJn
makes King's music so unique.
Albritton·perfonns uTTre TTirill is
Albritton has been performing for GoueH by B.B. King.
46 years. He has shared the singe
with such artist as Albert King, Etta . support to move 10 Chicago, where
James, Koko Taylor and B.B. King. he formed the Chicago Blues and
Albritton formed Big Larry and Rhythm Kings.·
There are some people wl;o are
the Mellow Fellows in 1956. His
brother joined the hand and took it perfect expressions of the blues.
to Chicago as Big Twist and the Albritlon is such an individual.
Mellow Fellows in 1980. Albritton From the moment he stepped on
decided to stay in Southern Illinois stage, he transformed the entire
because he was not able to make the evening into a unique blues
move 10 Chicago.
see BLUES, page 10
In 1989, he received financial

Police Blotter
S HXJ. There are no suspect~.

University Police

• A l lJ-ycar-old resident of Neely
Hall reponed Feb. 23 that her credit card wa.., allegedly stolen while
she wa, at Trueblood Cafeteria.
There are no Sll.'!)L'Cb.

• An IX-year-old \tudcnt reponL-d
that ,orneone ,tole his credit canl
1-..:lwL"L"n Fch. 12 and FL"h. 20. ThL"
victim became aware of lhe alleged
thL"f1 after the credil canl company
contacted him about a SJ.000
charge on his canl. The incident is
under inve\tigalion.

•

•

• A 38-ycar-old male n:poned Feb.

A 19-year-old male reponed that
his hicyde was allegedly stolen
while it was parked near Greek
Row sometime between Feb. 16
and Feb. 18. The estimated value is
S7CXJ.

• On Feb. 23. Michelle R.
Buettner. 17. and Jason Seger. 19.
both of Cen1r.1lia. were arrested for
alleged underage possession of
akohol in lot 14. They were
relea\Cd on recogni,.ancc bonds.

• A 27-year-old student reponcd a
lire on her vehicle wa.\ punctured
on Feb. 23 while ii wa.~ parked in
lot 44. Damage is estimated at

A new computer allegedly was
stolen from an office in the
Communication.\ Building between
Feh. I :'I and Feb. 23. The estimated
lo,, is $3,974.

23 a tire was punctured on his vehicle while it was parked in Joi 4.
Damage is estimated al $60.

• Christopher K. Bandor, 18, of
Carbondale. was arrested at 2:34
a.m. Feb. 25 for allegedly Oeeing a
police officer. He posted his drivcr •s license as bond and was
relea.~.

• John

!;. Condry, 22, of
Carbondale, wa.~ arrested Feb. 26
for battery stemming from an incident that occum.-d Feb. 25 at Greek
Row. He posted SICKJ bond ar.J
wa.~relea~.

Asian elephants produce
sex pheromone in urine
Thl• W.1shin1:ton Post

l'w proccs.~ 4,(X)(} tilers of urine:·
Biologists suspected there was a
A chemical mating call ust.-d by pheromone in female elephant urine
126 species of inst.-cls ha, IUmt..-d out because male elephants often
also to be the aphrodisiac of choice respond 10 it wilh a behavior called
for Asian elephants, much to the Ochmen.
astonishment of biologist\. Starting
A male touches the substance
a few weeks before a female Asian with the tip of his trunk. then
elephant ("Elephas milltima@) ovu- applies the lip to the roof of his
lates, she begins to excrete this. mouth. the location ·or the ducts of
organic chemical in her urine, and the vomeronasal organ.
This organ at the base of the
nearby hull elephants immediately
take an interest in her.
skull-pre.~nl in most mammals a~
TI1c attraclanl, known as a sex well a.~ reptil~ontains molccu•
pheromone, ha.s the chcmkal name lar receptors that identify scent,;.
'.Z)-7-dodecen-1-yl
acetate.
The more pheromone a fraction
Isolating it look more than 15 year.; contained. the more often males
of work by a team headed by bio- reacted 10 it with the nehmen
chemist L.E.L. Rasmussen of the response.
Oregon Graduate Institute of
But the discovery that the active •:•
Science and Technology. It also pheromone was the same chemical -~
took the cooperation of IO female used by insects such as the ~b:ige · • ~
elephants, whol,.:amcdtourinateon. looper moth and the sugar.cane;:'.,

;r~E.~l*i~tifrlg~fi'fg1J~:.tf'.f'J~':~1rgw:;,~t-\t~,%~~ttf~i:s~~?tiftlfttt1tt~~~:15~7Tif!~b·
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Blues

«Food news changing again

II Blue jeans are

amlinued from page 9
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not the blues."

Newsday

experience. His presenre brought
the emotional clement of the blues
Martin Albritton
to the stage. Albriltoo is not someblues musician
one who sings the blues. He is
who lives the blues and is
able to convey lha~•lhrougb bis
"When someone tells you your
singing.
' '
mother died, you got the blues," he
Dressed in a sparkling blue jack- said. "When you're hungry at thn:c
et, white shin and matching white in the morning and there is no food
tic, be looked like the blues. It was in the refrigerator, you got the
obvious just by looking at him that blues."
be was a bluesman. Albrittoo said
The aowd was a great group of
be Wl3'S the clothes of the blues.
people that appreciated the music,
Blues artists used to spend all or but most of all, it bad respect for
their money to buy nia: clothes to Albritton. 1bc aowd was there to
look good on stage, he said.
help a man who has given the com"Blue jeans are not the blues," mtmity so much.
Albritton said.
It was not a large audience, but it
Albritton said the blues are for was an enthusiastic group which
everyone, black or white, because came to pay respect to a blucsman
the blues are colorblind, he said.
in need or their help.

is job security for me. fdbcoutof

U:J:U:!:e.~F.ng]and

1bc phones were ringing off the
hook last month at the offices of
the Wellness Letter of the
University of California, Beltcley,
a health and nutrition newslctu.
1be results of a new study on
the effects of beta carotene were
published in a medical jomnal and
subsequent news accounts, and
callers wanted to know whether
carrots were bad for diem.
"People don't read far enough,..
said Wellness Letter Managing
Editor Dale ()gm. "It w:mi'tabout
carrolS, it was about beta carotene.
And it was about smokers."
StiJI, questions were answered
patiently and painsl.akingly.
"There is a lot of oonfusion out
there," said Ogar. "But confusion

someone

1bc beta carotene Oap was particularly nettlesome, because the

newsletter bad 1akell the rare move
of endorsing beta carotene and
vitamin E s ~ a year ago,

because early studies had~ed the substances could protect
people against cancer.

Last month, however,

a

National Cancer lnsii1Utc study of
heavy
wm;.abruplly halted after preliminary findings
showed a 17 percent ~ in

smoo:rs

lung

cancer deaths amoog ~

Diilllgrams

Conflicting studies, changing recommendations, perple:tlng charts
and fomiulas are turning even the
most earnest health-minded consumers into disbelievers. People

are beginning to'suspect that no
one knows what they're tallcing
abouL
.
A September 1995 study amducted ,by the American Dietetic
Association showed that 49 percent of consumers are confused
about the nutritional news reports
they have heard or read in the past
five years. Nearly_ 70 percent said
that tbeir<Xlllfusioil stemmed from
conmciing and inconsistent

who ~ ,taken 30
of repons.
.
Only 35 percent said they are
~~~day~·. : •
:
. lionically, people· are finding doing all they cm to eat a ba11'1Ced
dial the more inf~oo they get diet,, down from 44 percent in
alloutDJtrilion,-tbe~ lheykoow. 1991 anil
39 pem:nt in ]993.
: ;r ~, - -~ ,......
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86HONDA_f'CCORD IX, wnroof, a/
.Mobile Homes~·::·- ....._.
CoriiputefS:,;:·
c, t.llno, autse, low ""1es, good ccnd, • .
_ _ _, ___ _ , _ _ ,•. • . _
_
. .
._
S3"00oba,A57·5277. . ·
- 12x65;)~9-Park&lale;C'Dcle/. t,IIM coMPATIBLE,COMPUTER,·
86 HONDA OVIC, exc cand, with ~•poit;aly~~ ~
~Jbr; printw;:iort..or.,.:&.word

•

----III

1.: ·_

• --•• ~•-

-•·

I"". sunroof, AC>O<I ccnd 107)0(X mi, m a n t i ~

·.

,

·

$3200,
35i-od!J'1: • • : • ., ' •.• •' ~6'':~t•
,.......... ' • ':'-~;~
_
;>/.~

.l.

·••

\.

,·,-•~•,:,.

·

.. ·,_,,

:"'-=

~

~

3laldwt,
bdrm 1l>Dff1,
S.570
Upstairs:
2 bdrm,2 ---'-""'-'-----,-,------~~W-~anddecn,after
$320
~ 8uilcling:

fi:s~~=!:,t;
Floor: 3 bdrm, fireplace, $SAO

~n3o~$fJi~;'.°m6125, 5"9-8367, .5-49-0225.
Dawnstairs: 219 bdrm,, S320. Alli.=========::;
fumisl,ecl, ~ lease. No Pets, C'DAlE, elfic 1 & 2 bdnn apts, only
529·A657 lrain 3·9pm.
half a bfl< o, leu !rem SIU, no,11, of
IPJIC ,u,n Fol
/Sp, , lum, ~ t.bro,y, on S. Poplar SI,
96
97/trmh
SIU wolhnc,·-~·-->
nd
..____
by
neor

,

.........,,-

laundry, S200, AS7·AA22.

,

~~o/'s~: :/{

~D!:t!r.a~t.
moinlainod, $210/mo, A57·AA22.

.

~ . w/d, a/c, 1 bl'« from
SIU, $lOO/mo + ll ut-:ls, A57-0400.
2 ROOMMATES la 1hara, 3 bdrm,

Po111r536-1893l,,msg.
1 RCMMATE NEEB> lor 2 bdnn, Ill

~d:!i•i~,,,...J»~
8137 Moc.

Sublease

u;:

•

~~~-~ ai'!.

c.alanial AfA

mall t-.-e 3 mo pay

for2rrro,5"~1. '

,

NICE 2 l!IDRM APT, Furn. ~ dose b
.3ist'•:-'o//~/trm1,pcicl,529·2·SUB1EASERS NEEDED for Sprins,
nica hause Imp """"' c1oN 1a SIU
o/c.d/w,~/d;Cd.529-1319.
'
5BDRMhouie;$155/rrro+S150uti1,

Pl'l•:=:,'c
•~;"S3951rds11~1193'.t.OJ:ti
,.;:j,~~"•••c

'•·•

··· • . ·•

~.·,

~~~.529-3581.

LARGEFURN.3,A,.5bdnncpb &hcusaoa •·......,. Main Floor: lg •· i../ac:, do.. b sru, ABSOUJTB.Y

UUlOI 2 IIDUI Fall 96. nmr SIU,

•
WBIEASStNEEDEO
riiw2lxlim;21iath,
w/cl;CDll985-2207.•

•

820 ~ ~ . w/ a Fali/Sprins
lecse11nglepymt(naw],A57·S631.

a 4 :I 2bcb, & '-'es . South Graham. """~ MW, $250 you
ni~~~mcnshi:':tart~/Au~: payuh1d,lop.,d29-35Bl.
llla,IOWD. I IIDIIM,
pn,VcnAwbrt, 529-sBBl.
509 S. Wall, 313 E. Fremnan.

1 MALE ~ T E .

-~T_cni_aJSoftwara Emlin!.,. ',,• 'gipj;ca!JIJ>Yftn-PUt (IC!
~111J.U.~fl!r6~·.-·~··'

OUR
rmdy,111H
CaD ANNUAi.
A57- l A BROOruRE
or S29-20l is
8 9
3

BRAND NFN MOBllE HOME. non·

~!~itf~~l:~i~E::?Fi

~

::~.;;b""&!'a.~·

VERYNCEAl'TS. 1 blltfrornsru.

~":ie~i~mo, w/d,

:Tuht'J~..:si.~~~• $24.5/
I MAU: FOR AUG la shcn 2 bdnn
apt, nansrncbr; dose b SIU. mil

~~~~~~:1:5°• VCR

I

Kutils

$217/

~abc~
$140 abc. Asldor Susan 5"9-6627.
MARSHAii. 8100 VAi.VE - •
100walb,2channel,,
$400 linn, 5"9·3 187 ,

25" ZENl1li COi.OR 1V $125, 19"

•

l00ffll.

~~~~~ccnd,

Electronics

68-4·•1 ,
9~.ft/d,cl/w,lgl'OOMl,eat-in-lotchon,
'----------,~1
A57-a19,

fum/unfum, c/c, some w/ w/d, no

ROOMMATE NEEDED; Camp~,

lallll:mlliJ

;:::::,._==CAMl'US===1.uxury====; I S'25, Juno~. A57-Bl9• ar 529eflicionc.~,and law
2013 diris 8.•
.-.dents
, 110 pets. a,11
2 BDRM FIAT 7"7 E. Padr:, cr,ai 6/7/

-==l:;j,~~- ~~ii:~~:!r.~~

l•a.:•-------•I lI""'____ I
I
~~~ ccnd.

I

~~t::"..":ci~afreedoywill,

I

549•4808110-apnJ

:::;-;~o"."'~2587C~~c NICE 1 bdrm. fum, a,rpot, o/c. AIA

.-lc...&0

ea

any5doy,3t.neocl.

c!, ,Wt/i!:'::

sa P!.YMOUTH COLT auta, "cir
S125 cbo, alter"' pm, !-49-7797.
s«lan,a/c,am/lm,91.-mi,
93SPEOAIJZEDSIRRUSrccdb.b.5B
$2300/cbo, 5"9·931-4.
cm. Cro-ma frame. Triple crank,
87 NISSAN STANZA, 5 ,pd, car :::r.:~'i.,j;.,~-8586

~·s~~cco"1J~~~

""'

~-~1~ c.cn, Music.

~~""°'~23~:,'-roc!/

I

·

~j_~"':. ~~ w.,

89 OV1C DX, 5 ope!, A cir, a/c, am/Im 351 •1SJ8,
79 SUZUKI GS AOO, S700 al ,_,,
-------~Im-Sabc. Runs
89DOOGECOI.T51f'd,am/ ems, llllill•-11
~fs91~5Ai-~.ccnd, roost sell,
Bicycles

mofoi:9985-233t• great ccnd,

I

UStea

fORlffl'U/

C'DAlf mA IIIACIOUI
1 and 2 bdrm fum apts, ba.-gain
....... 2miw..iofK,ogerw..i,
110po11,co116BA-A1'5.

~~J~7~~icli.

~,

SHARE BRMi>NEW DUPLEX, 2 full

M . I

96'1UMMU/fALL
UNIALUST AVAIL

=·~~~~.J;.

_

beth,

---------·

92 PONTIAC FlREBIRO convertible,
SA!fS-~-PAATS
ou!o, fuDy loccl«l, 11/c, pw, pl, MW,
1
~ i ~ . ; • $r.s&~1 ~?" ,1ereo 95 KAWl>SWJ NINI.A 500, 2,200
woof.o w/1200 watt Amp,
mi, ,uper fast, great 1sl or 2nd~•
,4 pione« 100-:...r.;L:.r.w/ 4 d, S3,800oba,~sellfmt,.5-49-61:l7.
~ ~ s ~ • a , 0 ~ Sll,800

eccl,,

Poplar.""
po11,
ca168-4-.n•s.
.__
___
_
_ _ _ _ _ II

•n.Co•:"miqa1",· s~,li.!_d•D-"'r'1, 90
N,'.'.'9-~:-.

1

• vKleo =-co, video services, repairs,

UNMRSITY MOTORSFORTS

or

_

guan,nleed, hSlB-72A·.USS.

c--. T
A
I- •.........
cncam.

Motorcycles

1· •
V6, all orons, exc cond,
retail 3
593 4250

•-,

UOYDS APPUANCE SHOP in

ems,
-""" mr,
• 5"9-31 lA ar 325-7083.
coll 893·A250 or '53-AA.46.
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
93TOYOTACEIJCAST .power
mechcnic.Hernclmshous.a,!!o_
wnrcaf,a/c,-,cn,ise,goodccnd, AS7·798A, orMcbile525-B393.
$11,000abc,529-0A09.

92 GMC JIMMY A " " - drive, 2 dr,

mitura &

OJ-7~a-l987-2'38.

I
~:=;,--:,=.•~ioo

I

Miacellaneous

Rooms

tlu..used fu

ElENA

I

o/c.S29-35Sl ar529-lB20.

ta~t'l~.t'~f;:

SUPBllOR MC ROTlWBlfR pups.
,-1111111-bi-.._ $300,
68A-3121, cold,.- Jmcn.

N'

:/;'93':'l"250

/1¥.C, shats mid
1, $125/ead,,

=;""11,bd,

~~~~~--,--~-l ••-• • •Fu•m•
83
OiEVY ...,.VAUER ONI.Y n.- 8ecls,cns.-,~JOfa,

Auto

bladr.

TOP c••au ,ocano•i
;:, ~~atr..,,AOS"";'.

iAB1Es.

~born&lnd,...ed,hoaltl.y&
r.iding. $100~. 5'9-:JASA.

•

93 OiEVI' CAVAUER, 2 &-, a/c. cub,

I

Pets & Supplies

•oa c01111111croa

be adjusled.

~;a-------111111I
N

MKa. . . . . . . GIIAII
and3bdrm.516S.~ar~
and il19W. Cclegro, ru;,., carpel,

_.,,,,-,bW,2libath,deck.

:ii

Miinimum Ad Size:
1 column rnch
Space Reservation Deadline· 2 p,m,. 2 days prier 10 publication.
Requirements:
All 1 column dassified display

~

If

~

~~.ssoof.::~~t"nwell-

someuh1i

=:

inffl!b,...,,.,vary

location rn clo the rental roles,

=~•or~~
Men-Sat 9cnt-5pm.

Daily Egyptian
1 &2BORMAPTS,""'1illky&

~9~';9:-,qvietslu<li,ntswant-

~~~~~~

.,,,,.;1ylibrary,onW. CcllogoSt,cl
util ind in n"11s, shared ldtd,a, en!
bath fccili6es w/ cll,er studonh in
ro<>r apt, each room has its own n,lrigeralo,, furn, <:/a & heat, .i_,,
by apptonly. call Shehan Ren!:JI, al
A.57·7352 er 529-5777 Mon-Sat
9am•Spm, summer $1'0, fall &
spring$160/mo.

ROYALRINTAU
Student Hoining .. •

FRIE...~ .........
a,lornmoteTV

miaawave
VCR

CDJ,,11_
...wit!, a qualifying Fell/Spring
controct far one al our.••

Effiaencies
Sludios

Onellaiiam

r..., a.i.-,,

Uallellllae .....
C'DAIE, pri-,alo room,

for-.

only hall a block from SIU, on S.
Popk.r St, noc1hof urmnitylibrary,
all util ind in ....,b, <:/a & heat,""'"
al rates \'Ory a=rding lo size of
"'°"'• shown by app1 only, call

CollorDeb1s

457-4422
501 E. Co8age

Shel1on Renlol, al "57·7352 or
529.5777 Mon-Sat 9ant-Spn.

AVAJl.t-OW, 1 bdm,.induto1&cable,
910 w. Sya,rnorw. $2.dO+d.p, a,11
A.57-6193.

MURPHYSBORO DOWNTOWN.
All ,_ anti nice, an,; bdm,, SAOO
mo, al ut,1 pa;d. 687-1212.

COUNlRY SET11NG 5 mi from SIU,
nice 2 bdm,, ut,1 ind, 2 bath,
ovoil immed, $600/mo, 985-3923 o.549·9883.
1 BDRM. do... to a,mpu>, unlum, avaa
immed, $225, Call 4.57-6786
12:30-.4:30 pm.

:a;~·a~-r~i~~t::.~r
~ . roomma!e ,ervioo,

529·

205.ol.

TOWNHOUSU
w. College. 3 Bdrms, furn/

306

unlum, c/a, Aug lease. 549·4808.

TOPM'8NOLOCAIION
6,,,y 3 bdrm houte, carpeted, Ill
bath, w/d, c/a, gorage, no peb,
a,11684-AlAS.

(10-8 pml.

3 ROOM (1 BORMI furn
J BDRM. 2 bat!,, furn, c/a, no pet.

419 S. Wmhinglon, A.57·5923.

Bonnie Owen
p~~
Come Pick Up Our Listjng!

Garden Park Apartments
607 East Park St.

.!J_JL~
'1 I

.........,, ..........
• Sophomore approved
• Luxury 2 bedroom/2 bath
apartments, swimming pool, &
laundry facilities on premis-es
~

~

• No pets allowed

607! N. Allyn
504 S. Ash •4, Ai
507 S. t.sh •1·15"
509 S. Ash •1·1S
507 Baird
5916 8
idg
514 S. Bewridge •I. •4
602 N. Carico

s.

403 w. Elm •1-4

718S.Forest •1.4
5071 s. Hay,
~

4021 E. Hffler

4081 E. Hffln
4101 E. Hatn•
208 W. Hospital Dr. •1
210 W. Hospital Or. •1, •2
703 S. Dllnolt •IOI, 102. l!Ql612; S. Logan
507 W. Main •2 •
5071 W. Main •A. •B •
400 W. Oak •3
410 W. Oak •1-., •4E. &iW
202 N. Poplar &a, ~
301 N. Springer •1, •3
414 W. Sycamore •E. •W
406 S. Unl"«nlty •1 S2 •4
805! S. Unl,-enlty
334 W. Walnut •1, •3
703 W. Walnut •E. ttW

~-

~--.
~;;....
507! S. H.y,

~~

~

408! E. Hen"'
208 W. Hosi,!!al Dr .,
703 s. mtnolo •202, •aDa
611 W. Kmnlcott •

4085. Ash
504 S. A<h ..q., ~l
502 S. Bewrldge •2
514 S. &midge •1, •3

602 N. Carico
720 N. Carico

908N. Carico

602N. Oakland

408
Court
409 W. Chm;, Court
110 HJ GI ; C l
18&'i1 SI h l

tQt f 111
1•
fl)f f i J 11,
503 5. Unlwnlty
805 5. Unlwnlty
4021 W. Walnut
191lll' Ill k l
504W.Walnut
820 W. Walnut •
8201 W. Walnut
404W.WIDaw

:::::::
'~ :
w. a.er.t

~

~g
300 E. College

300W.Mlll•1-4
400W. Oak •3
408W.Oak

107 Ul C 1131
809 W. Colloge
810 W. Colloge
303 Cresl\ie!V
506 S. Ohan
104 S. Forest

6121 S. Logan
5071W.~n •B•
906 W, McDaniel
908W.McDanlel

300 N. Oakland
511 N. Oakland
202 N. Poplar •l
301 N. Springer •1-4
913 W. Sycamore
919 W, Sycamore
T•'ffdv-E. Park
4Q.I C :J 1 ii) J:I i
4C'4!S.Unl"ff5lty
805 i S. IJnl,..,nlty
1004 W. Walkup
334 W. Walnut •2
4021 W. Walnut
404 W. 11,'lllow

THREE BEDROOM
~

501 W.Cheny
503W.Cheny
&116' SI •
405 w. Cheny Court

~

607 N.A!JJ.'11

609 N. Allyn

II

lls

409 S. llewride•
501 S. llewridge
502 S. Bewrldge 4, •2
503 s. Bewrldge
505 S. llewridge
SOC C P
1
508 S. BtwTidge
514 S. Bn't!'l!dge •1, •3
510 N. Cariet>

1200 W, Ca•1n
~..,
~,,,,,.

309W.Cheny
l:11
Cheny •1
405W. Cheny
407~.Chmy

w.

•2

~

USS.Forest

120S. Forest
~
~
~

409 E. Ftteman

4ll E. Freeman
,o:,, UT F auu

rao c "
II

1
I Ot!Wli

r<

"•II" •

~

408 E. Hatu
119111' lk pit I 9
II
111911' 11 "p11•18 •a
212 W. Hotpltal Dr
611 E. Kmnlcott •
Q03 W. Und111 Lane
!MiW.McDanlel
908W.McDanlel

609N. Allyn
iOt Ii a I

508 5. Bew,ldge
iJ?f P
flu
&116 R

Us

g

'

300 E. Collep'
500 W. College •ll

so;vr c r ,

itO W. College

IOH1' I< II I
809W, College ·
303Crahhw

191111 ,-

305Cml\'lftl
01>Cl'illlll

413 W, Monroe

1045. Forest
1135. Fonit

400W.Oak -.,••W•
193\11 0 I E ,UT
408W,Oak
501 W,Oak•
507W.Oak
300N,Oakland

I

SUN, Cakland
51.4.N, ~ ~ : - .

120'5..Forat

~
CQ;t\U

408 E. Hesttt
N8Wlku,h!B

&12¥7 11 ,11111

212 W,' Holpllal Dr
507W.Mabl
IMVI H "'

413 W, Mo,uoe

400W.Oo.k -WSQEN 0IJ I
SHN.OM!and

:i-.w.-

5035.Unlwnily'
805 s. Unlwnlty

IOlll'llll•I I

Ir

tOif P
fl
409 S, Bnwridge
501 5. Bew,tdge
iOilfP
Tl •l
503 5. Bevarldge
5055.Bowridge
socs p ti

,o,w

«&

l-ITT Sl'DHOOM

w.

511S.H•!-"
513 s. Hai.•
514 S.

iPSN 0·11

•r

1200W. Carter
~
309W,Cheny
311
Cheny •1
407W.Chmy
501 W.Chmy
503W.Chmy

507 s. Hay,
509 s. Hai-,

............

Twndi,>-E Park

SlON,Carica

~
~

402 E. Hester

408 S. Ash
410 S. Ash
504 s. Ash •2, ~-

ear r

soo w. eon-

511~Haw,
j13S.Haw,
5145:Haw, •
402 E. Heeltt

202 N. Poplar •1
919 W. Sycamore
1619 W. Sycamore
Tower HouH

r·

'•M .Je(WAIU

~-

~
507 S. ffat'I

-:-'.r~~.llavat;

IIIUl11Jn I

I l\"1 · Bl DHOOM

2 N-1> 3 80RM HOUSES, will, I & 2 BOl!M.mcbo1e ho-nes,
c/a. w/d, mawed yards. quiet area, SIU, in clownlown, cliscounl
~
summer b gd :ra\.~.96, irnmed pol

J"&~o"""

NICE A BORMonMill St,.,,/ c/o, ~ .2 BORM MOBllf HOME, pf. ,o1elot,
verybeauti!ul,-&lro>h,furn,w/d,
lirst ond lost mo. doposit,
P..is, 68A·56A9.
lAAGE FURN. 3.A.5 bdrm ap1s & hous
es, t,/oc., do.a ID SIU, AIISOU/Tm A FEW LEfT. 2 bdrm $200NO PETS, must be , _ i ond clean, a!to, monil,, pots rJ.. 0.,d(, r...,~
A pm, cal AST-7782.
JALL 4 • LOClll lo CO'llpu1, 3 WIDOIWOOD MILLI 2 & 3
bdrm, oir, w/d. leose, no pell. 529·5pm
1
3806, or 68A·5917-.
HOUSES FOR RENT, 2 & 3 bdrm,. AVM. l'CW, 2 bdrm at 230 !. Honse/ma+
mttmJ.180
~ c o l l A57-76A9 5-9 pm.
SINGlf SlUOENT HOUSING,
LG 2 BDRM HOUSE, c/a, quiet
$185/ma • $125 dtp, -

fen!
Also 2, nica. 3 bdrm on
econ II. Cell 5A9·2835.

No

10 Rl0£RS, lo the SI. loui1 """'• leavw

.........

~=-::r..::..7'~~

March 8, "'39-6905•

..
}

~iliot-e:'i:::...~::~~:;.·wi'

L

, . . _ ... Cor Deeter Mobile
mechanic. He rnol,a house coils.
AS1·798A, or Mcbile 525-8393.

~

UOALIIRYICU

._,,._uso.

DUI from $250. Cor occidenh,
penonal lnjvriel, general fl"OCice.
Ro• al'I.Rux,

fa.No

~

.. a-.

.. ·=ba·

~..:!!~~
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.
in

Na leach·

Mole

1c::::s€f~$~?3:.::::11

r····~-~i:~~!nm-~,

r-,:s::o..,.L"'~.::;:r--:;-v._1

I

OUTIIN IUMMlll IOHI Na-

lionalParb,Rondies,Mounloin/Beach

':.t benefiisl Notion...~ wilh program!
CoD SEIi (919) 932-1.489, ul. R

WANTED 100 SlUOENTS. lose
8·100 pounds. New metabolism
~ I loll 15 pouncla In 3
WNU. R.N. assisted. Guaronteed
mulb. $35 coll, 1·800-579-1631..

--------'-----1

:t"~,~~~~
1200W Main. 5A9-6599.

~ I Top

~"."~1:':
5A9·A808.

=• ~ :::!_

ALAIU IMPLOYMINTI

~~&..ra;~
..:.:!:._lio.e:

j

cellenl benefib + bonuses! CaB: 1·206971•3620 ext. N57.C2J

Tracy Boggs

Michael Brock
llm Chamberlain

POSITIONS AVAiLABLE
IMMEDIATELY
Web Administrator
• Responsibilities included placing daily
content of Daily Egyptian on-line and
working to further develop the on-line
presentation. Familiarity with the Internet
and world wide web essential; familiarity
with HTML preferred.
• Morning time blocks necessary.

IA x 70, great IIUdent rental, 2 bath,
furn, a,,pet, c/a, no pets, 5A94'91 o,
AST-0609.
AVM. MAY, 2 bdrm, 2 botha, gos

~:st'!hoolup, WOii ..do,

Morning Office Assistant

COALE ~ 16x70 2 bdrm, 2 bath
U85/rno, smaller unih also avail,
529· 2A32 er 68A·2663.

•i,o,a11a•BEST VALUE IN HOUSING
Luxvry IAwidn

r!i:l"~~s
Free SU1MW1torago

Ne
ring
Ii
Pie ge -lass

;;'~~~:U/~~O wi1h

,
I

would like to
anno~ce its

f"isheriesl Earn ID $3,000-$6,000+/

betw-, Jol,,i A Logan College ond progn,ml CoD S81 (919) 932·1"89,
SIU,do.elDIICEAubParl
ext.Al6
5A9-6612, er 5A9-3002 ohor 5:30.
.,..NA.,..n=o.,.,NAL..,.,..P,-UKI--H-latN
______

Prf-nh, c•-try setting

f AST FUNORAISER· RAISE $500 IN 5
DAY.s-GREEKS, GROUPS, QUBS,
MOTIVATED INOMDUAI.S. FAST,
EASY-NO f1NANCIAI. 08UGATION,
(800)-862:!982 11X1. 33.

,.......,_. ,,

~-~mi-Z·~~

:=J::~i!:;Wlmo.NoPets.

EXOTlC OANCERSIII A·Partiealll

~.!i."°'t~k2a

417......
JERRY GAROA llTHOGRAPHS
AFFORDABLE 31.4•230-2370.

ing baagn,und er Asian
languages required. For inla.coll:
(2061971•3570 u1. J57A22
ALASKA IMPLOYMINT •
Sllldenl.N-'edlFiJ,ing lnduslry. Earn
up lo $3,000-$6,000 • per
monlh. Roam and Boardl
Transportolionl
or Female. Noex·
1
perience necessary. Coll (206 )971·
3510 ul A571.25
RIDI Tiff au1 TO c-lteeNle AVON NEEDS REPS in aR areas. na
MeltUe H-• a. HI...., 51 qvotas, no shipping r-, call
Nettla. 541J•3000.
1-aoo-Ha-nee.
NON HlRING smiling b:.s lor 2.C hr
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Send a Smile'.to

a Friend with-a
D.E~ Smile adl

• Morning work block (Brun • noon)
• Duties include answering the telephone,
scheduling advertising, assisting walk-in
customers, coordinating work with sales reps.
• Computer experience helpful
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Wildcat fans expect championship from, Pitino
By Chris Dufrense
·
The Los Angeles Times

LEXINGTON

•

K
T
y •..:... capot

Dome was cbida:n feed cooiparcd to
the scandal that paralyii:d the region
here rea:ntly when a rouplc of city•
slic.kcr dcsignas dared to tinker with
lbc Kcntud.-y basketball

uniforms.

have won only two of their five titles
since 1958. Yet that is never an
excuse for not winning it lhis year.
"Expectations arc outrageous,"
said Caywood Ledford, Wildcat
broadcaster for 39 years until his
rctircmcnt in 1993.
Never higher than lhis sc:roJJ, pcrhaps, if only because the suddenly
top-ranked Wildcats are generally
coocedcd to have the most talented
team in the country. Pitino's roster
includes half a do1.cn fmmer prep
All-Americans, sixpas.gblc Naliooal
Basketball Associatioo prospect£everything but a parnidge in a pear

Or did they? When CBS analyst
Billy Packer suggested on national
television that the denim-colored
duds unveiled against Arkansas
appeared closer in hue to North
Carolina's powder blue, well, c;ircuiL~
blew from Shelbyvil!e to
Booncsboro.
tree.
"Uniform shade ignites powder
His lineup runs 11 deep.
keg;· screamed the front-page bead·
Late al night. Pilino feels 1bc stares
line in lbc Feb. 13 Lexington Herald- of the owl~ blinking at him from lbc
Leader, ovcrpowerihg the national backwoods. Kentucky remains a
news of the day-Sen. Bob Dole's rural stale, full of roal mincis' daughvictory in the Iowa caucuses.
tas and Cumberland Gap di,;parities
The paper. in fact, might have bclwccn rich and poor. There are no
IUldcrplaycd Dcnimgatc.
professional r.cam,.
Kentucky Coach R;.:k Pitino
The bond is Kcntud-y baskcthalL
strnppcd himself to lbc hot srat and
"The rich just get beuer scats:·
took on incoming fire during his Ledford says.
weekly radio c:!ll-in talk show.
T-shirts in the book store spell it
This was a sensitive issue for out "Kentucky Ba.'1relhall Is Life.""
Pitino, who helped design the uniOnce. the story goes, an airline
fonns.
pilot peering down over Kentucky
··we took a towel of Carolina blue from 30,000 feet couldn't figure out
and put it next to it, and our color is why so many lights were burning at
so mucb darker than C1!0lina powder 2 am.
blue it's not even dose," Pilinosaid.
He was told Kcnbld-y had a game
Not good enough.
on the West Coast and, well sir, it
The calls kept ooming.
was pretty much law that no one
"But coocll ... •·
went to sleep lllltil L.cdord signed
Pitir.o interrupted, shouting, ~1 oil
Docs Pilino get letters?
don't want to hear any more of lhis
nonsense! It shows you having notbStrange but tru<!: A fan once sent
ing to do with your lime...
Pitino&oopyoflrisoohy'ssonogram.
Yeah, so?
• assuring the coach Ibis was
From Octolx:r to March, what else Kcntud-y's starting point guard in
is there here hut Kentucky baskcl- 2010.
ball?
"We g<>', a follow-up on the kid
The Wildcats have noL won a when he was 2 years 01c1.·· Pitino
nationa!_championship since 1978, said.

The joke is, Kentucky fans will only
crack a slight smile if ~e team aµvances to
the Final Four. Everything up to that point
is considered -the exhibition season~ "
#

Strange but true: Pilino routinely : -Wildcats have-won 23 <XJDSe.CUtive
gets pictures of dearly dcpancd fans games, thelongcstslrealc:atKcntudcy
in caskets, awaiting burial in ·since Coac)i 0Adolpb;Rupp and
Kentucky Wildcat outfits.
"Rupp's Runts" won.that many to
"Oh, t11cy want you to know," be start the 1965-66 sca<10ll. While presaid. "It's 10 the extreme bcrc like viously unbcalcn ~ :was being
you wouldn't believe."
knocked off by Gcage Washington
Cameron Mills. a native Salllnlay, Kcnlllcky was pounding
Kcntuc.kian. 1Umcd down a full schol- Aorida. and thus the W1ldcats have
arship to Georgia lei bcromc a walk- replaced lbc IVnnutcmcil at the top of
on for Pitino.
the polls.
"When you grow up a Kcntudcy
At 14-0 in the Southeastern
boy, your goal in Ii fc is be a Coofcrcncc, Kentucky (2A-1) is two
Kentucky \V-lklcatbaskclhall player," victories shy of completing lbc first
Mills said.
pcncct SEC season since Alabama in
The joke is, Kentucky fans will 1955-56.
roly crac.k a slight smile if the team
The Wildcats have scored more
advanres to the Final Rlur.
than 100 points five limes this season
faczything up to that point i~ con- and earlier this month defeated
sidcrcd the exhibition season.
Tennessee by 40 points-at
~In '78 here, they felt the pres- Tennessee.
sure," said Pitino, in his seventh seaThe Wildcats have pummeled
son in Lcxingtoll 1bcy said it was a opponents by an average of 25
learn that was relieved when it won
points, and tbcir JX!rlmctcr dcfem;c is
the championship. They talk about to die for.
how they never smiled. That will
'1bcrc's no defense like that in
never~ with us. We believe in college basketball," Arkansas Coach
entertainment. having fllll. If we're Nolan Richanison said after losing by
lud)' cooogh IO doit, we'll be iJaA,y. 15 at Rupp Arena "It's a fllll team to
If not. we'll go on to next year."
watch play. It's a game of runs on
Maybe, maybe not
you. You look up, you're 15 down."
Kcntud.-y may never have a bcl1cr
Lcdfonl. who began broadcasting
dl3IlcctocutdownthcnCIS.Inaycar Wildcat games in 1953, says this
lacking dominating teams, the may be the deepest Kentucky team
Wildcats top the list as most likely to he has seen.
soccccd.
"I've got to wait till all lbc ballots
Since an early-season loss to come in to call it." he said. "I'm
Massachusetts, when Pitioo still was extremely reluctant to c:!ll it the best
tinkering with bis lineup, the team ever."

Kenbldcians have long memories.
Last season, a Kentucky team
deemed cb:in:ipionship worthy was
bounced out of the Southeast
Regional final by those powder-blues
from ~th Carolina.
Wildcats were exposed for
what they were-a three-point shooting team that could be taken if they
had an off-night shooting.
'The knock remains the same.
Against Arkansas, Kentucky made
only live of 23 three-point shots and
struggled against an infcriir learn.
Struggle here means "only" a 15poinl victory.
"IfNooh Carolina didn't teach us
a lesson, nothing ever will," center
Marlc Pop: said of last year's NCAA
loss.
"We have to be good enough in
other areas to compcn.<;31C. But we'll
findoutcaningup. Youdidn'ltellus
something we didn't a!ready know."
Pitino scoffs at comparisons to last
scasoo's icam.
"I thought it w.is one of the weakc.q ICalilS here at Kentud.-y,.. he said.
'The conrem~:
•
-Kentucky is vulnerable 10 ~
dominating opposing a:ntcr. Case in
point the WildcaL~' lone loss was
inflicted by UMa,~ and star center
Marcns Camhy.
-The WildcaL~ don"t h.1ve a b1IC
point guard. Senior Tony Delk, lbc
team• s guard. started lbc season lhcrc
but was moved after lbc UMass loss.
-Pencil-legs forward Walter
McCarty. 6-fcct-10 and 230 pounds.
is still too frail to be a force in the
middle.
But lhis is nit-picking.
What Kcntuc.ky ha~ is Indy 500
team speed and a second unit that
mjght rank in the Top 25 if ii broke
outonitsoML

1Jic ·

WE'RE HELPING TO CLEAN UP THE EARTH

At the Daily Egyptian, we pride ourselves on our concern
for the environment and we're doing our part to help make
it a cleaner world. We practice Earth Day eve:ry day by:
✓ Printing with soy ink

✓ Capturing silver flakes from the· processing of negatives

✓ Recycling n~wsprint spoilage and office paper

✓- Recycling press plates and page negatives

./ Printing exclusively on recycled newsprint

✓: Recycling aluminum cans and telepho_ne books
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ESPN steps
up coverage
of women's
basketball
By Milton Kent
The Baltimore Sun
Regular ESPN watchers should
be noticing stepped-up coverage of
women's basketball in recent days,
with more scores and highlights of
games involving ranked opponents, not to mention a new promotional campaign louting the
network's pending coverage of the
NCAA tournament.
The promos - with Joan Jett
doing a cover of the "Mary Tyler
Moore Show" theme and gospel
singer Dorothy Norwood belting a
revamped version of the
Commodores' "Brick House" reflect ESPN's bolstered interest in
the growing women's game.
whose tournament and Final Four
the network will carry in March.
It's about time.
And while ESPN2 has had a
weekly women's game - and
some weeks a doubleheader --on
Fridays since January. the older
ESPN h&s been indifferent to the
sport for most of the season. with
only three live games that did not
include the touring national team.
In addition. game highlights. or
at least those that didn ·1 include
defr·nding champion Connecticut
- less than an hour from ESPN
headquaiters - have largely been
nonexistent. and it's been easier to
get scores for Top 25 game.~ from
the CNN Headline News sports
ticker than from ESPN.
On one night in January. when
T cnncssee ran its home-court winning streak to a record 69 games,
while Virginia's 61-game homecourt streak was coming to an end.
neither game got a mention, much
less a highlight. on ESPN.
Fairness requires that I mention
that I am a \'Oler on The
Associated Press· Top 25 poll
board. and therefore, my interest in
the game is higher than that of
most people.
I also concede that the zeal for
women's ba~ketball will not soon
approach that of men's ba~ketball,
if ever.
But the game·s popularity continues to grow. as witnessed by its
higher attendance and r.itings.

Finale
,-o,rtir111cdfro111 pa:,:c 16
Parker scored 25 points and
cra~hed the boani~ for 13 n:bounck
and Herrin jokingly said he was
going to advise Parker to enter the
NBA after this sea.son.
"I told (Bradley coach Jim)
Molinari that he (Parker) sho1Jld go
pro"° we don't have :o sec him next
year:· he said. "If I 1,;ct to talk to him.
I'm going to tell him he needs to forget about this college thing. and get
in that NBA."
11mmgh the first half of play. the
lead changed hands an abundance of
times, with the Salukis never falling
more than six. point~ behind the
Braves at the bigge.,t differential. and
the Salukis r.illied in the closing minutes before the intennission to go
into the locker morn up by two, 302!!.

Shooting in the first half was
equally w~ by both learns, as the
Bmves shot 35 percent. and SIUC
answe,-cd back by shooting 33 percent- the difference being a 40 percem effoit by the Dawgs from behind
the three-point arc.

Gretzky deal hinges
on financial details
The Los Angeles Times

WINNIPEG, Manitoba-In
what has become almost a daily
ritual, the Los Angeles Kings on
Sunday denied reports broadcast
in Canada and the United States
that they had agreed in principle
to trade Wayne GretzJ..)' to the SL
Louis Blues for forwanls Roman
Vopat, Craig Johnson and Patrice
Tardif and a 1997 first-round
draft pick.
ESPN and its Canadian counterpart. TSN, said the "hockey
end" of the deal was set but it
hinged on the resolution of financial details, including the Blues'
desire to own Gretzky's lucrative
marketing rights.
That income could help the
Blues recoup an investment they
hinted might reach S21 million
over three sea<;0ns.
However. one "detail" is a
potential deal-breaker.
The Kings have not given
Gretzky's agent. Mike Barnett.
permission 10 negotiate with
other clubs.
Because Gretzky can become
a free agent without compensation after the season. other clubs
arc unlikely lo give up players of
any consequence to acquire him
without assurances he would be
willing to sign for two or three
more seasons.
"There's absolutely no deal
confirmed with regard to any of
our players with any team in the
NHL a~ we speak, (and) there's
no deal imminent." King Gener.ii
Manager Sam McMa~ter said.
"Anybody who spreads
rumors or talks about what
they're doing is irresponsible.
"I've had discussions with the
Blues on several of the Kings'
players but no trade has
occurred.
"We ha,·e said that we would
talk to any team, and we have
had discussions with numerous
learns."
ESPN also reported the Blues
asked the Kings to hold Gretzky
out of their lineup Monday night
so he could play for St. Louis
Thursday at Vancouver.
However. King spokesman
Rick Minch termed that "ridiculou~ .. and. said Gretzky will play
for the Kings at Winnipeg.

111e ,ccond half was all Dawgs
through most of the remainder of
regulation time. but SJUC could not
hold onto a 12-point lead with 13:39
left to go. The lead vanished quickly
through the shooting of Bradley
junior guard Aaron Zorbrist, who
added back-to-back three-pointers to
compliment a Brave run to cul the
lead 10 one v.ith 11 :34 lefl
Like the firs1 half, the lead changed
many times. ani:I regulation ended in
a deadlock. 64-64.
Overtime. which was not kind to
SIUC against Tulsa Feb. 14. did not
prove to be fruitful, a~ the Salukis
were OUL'iCored I 5-12, and the gante
ended with a three point Bmdley
advantagL"-even though the Saluki.~
shot a blistering 56 percent from
behind the three-point arc inthe half.
Both Burzynski and Herrin commented about luck concerning the
sca,;on, and Burzynski said this wa~
probably the most unlucky team he
has ever played on.
"We played well. and I think this
game shows a lot about how thi~ season was," he said. "This might have
been tlte most unlucky basketball
team I've been on, and that's nol
meant in a bad way. The guys
worked hard."
.

#There's
absolutely no deal
confirmed with
regard to any of
our players with
any team in the
NHL as we speak,
(and) there's no
deal imminent.11
Sam McMaster
Kings' general manager

Said Barnett: "He's playing
tomorrow, no doubt about that.
"We have no reason to overrc-·
act to these recent reports."
Barnett, who said the Kings
told him they would notify him if
a deal was imminent, called
McMaster late Sunday and was
told nothing is pending.
Gretzky. who registers at the
team's hotel under a pseudonym
to guard his privacy, did not take
phone calls Sunday.
Blues Gener.ii Manager Mike
Keenan has made no secret of his
interest in Gretzky, and NHL
Commissioner Gary Bellman last
month cautioned general managers to avoid tampering violations.
The New York Rangers and
the Vancouver Canucks also
talked to the Kings about
Gretzky, the NHI.:'s all-time
leading scorer, but the Rangers
last week withdrew from contention.
Sources close 10 GretzJ..-y indicated he may want to stay with
the Kings and not be traded.
Asked after the Kings' 2-2 tie
at St. Louis on Saturday if management had satisfied his request
to improve the team's talent
level, he said, "They're definitely going to be a Stanley Cup contender.
"It's just a matter of time. We
have good ownership. and Larry
(Robinson, the Kings' coach) is
very patient. Time will tell."
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tracli-·m·enlbers

to.ref)r~~;nf SIUC at
US1' .Championships
By Jared Driskill
Daily Egyptian Reportu

.iJ H they do well,

Atlanta, Ga., is not only the home
of the I 996 Olympic Games-it is
also the home of the 1996 USA
Track and Field Championships,
which take place March 1-2.
SIUC will definitely have two representatives attending the national
competition and hope to add another,
according to both men's track and
field coach Bill Cornell and women's
coach Don DeNoon.
Senior high jumper Cameron
Wright has earned himself a spot al
the competition for the men's team
through his continued high level of
performance.
Wright, who is ranked eighth for
the lJSA Championship meet., qualified for the meet by surpassing the
indoor height of 7-4 during the
Saluki/USA track and field invitational on Feb. 16-17. in which he
leaped 7-4 1/2.
Although former SIUC stand-out
field athlete and current volunteer
coach Brian Miller does not have a
definite position in the meet, he
hopes to be added to the list of talented athletes.
SIUC men's track and field coach
Bill Cornell said the meet in Atlanta
gives athletes from all over the
United States, especially Wright and
Miller. the opportunity to perform
well in front of tep officials in the

it could open up a
few doors."

sport.

"If they (the athletes competing)
do well, it could open up a few
doors," Cornell said. "The more
recognition you get, the more liable
you are to get selected.n
~corneil-snid the.1995 Missouri
Valley Conference Champion shot
putter. Brian Miller; who is currently
ranked 11th in the shot put for the
USA Champioship meet, did not
reach the 60-8 1/4 required to automatically be entered into competition.
The SIUC women's track and field
team will send-sophomore Amy
Steams to the meet with hopes of a
career performance in the 20-p:rund
weight throw.

Bill Comell
men's track coach

Women's track and field coach,
Don DeNoon said Steams, who will
make her second trip to the meet. is
probably one of the top-25 throwers
in the collegiate field.
DeNoon said he wants her to go
Atlanta with the thought of continuing to improve in her mind.
"Getting to that level of competition a~ a sophomore, then as a junior
or senior, this particular meet will
prepare her to compete better at that
level of competition," DeNoon said.
"It (the USA Meet) will help her
develop a higher level of maturity."
Although Steam, earned her spot
at the meet during the Saluki/USA
Open on Feb. 16-17, at which she
threw 49-4 1/4, she increased her distance while competing in the MVC
Championships.
Her toss of 50-6 1/2 during the
MVC Championships on Feb. 23-24,
ensured her spot in the USA
Championships.
DeNoon said the environment of
competing in Atlanta is something
that will help Stearns separate two
levels of competition.
''Competing in a facility that seat,
70,000 people, having,25,000 people
there during.the day of Competition.
and being aruand other athletes who
have been at that higher level year
after year tends to rub off," DeNoon
said.
.
"One thing I've found that a lot of
our athletes ha\'e a hard time doing is
separating one level of competition
with another level of competition,"
DeNoon said. "Being in this meet
(USA Championships) L~st year, is
probably going to enhance her
(Steams) performance this year."

Weo~usetop
quality ingredients.
Our Stir Fry contains
&esh 'juicy chicken
reasts & jumbo shrimp

901 S. Illinois Avenue
lbm-lOpm
Delivery Hotline
549-3991

LIVE
Feb 26 - Mar 2
5.00 Advance Tickets
7.00 At the Door
Tickets on sale Now

Dangerous Curves.
(618) 684-5635
.
DANCERS WANTED
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Dawgs faH short in role as ~poHer
Braves outlast Salukis in overtime period t0::c;~pture 79~76" victory
By Chad Anderson
DE Sports Editor
In a meaningless game. the Salukis
took Missouri Valley Conference
Olampion Bradley into ovenime just to
prove they could. but fell short 76-79 at
the SIU Arena Monday night.
For Bradley (20-6, 15-3), tht: game
was a warm-up for the MVC and
NCAA Tournaments, but for SIUC (I II8. 4-14). it wa~ the la~t game for five
seniors who had stood in Bradley's
shoes before.
For the departing seniors. forward
Scott Burzynski. who scored nine
points. put his career. and possibly the
other four's (guards Johnny Dadzie and
Brian Laur. center Aminu limberlake,
and forward hratio Tucker) careers,
into perspective.
"I didn't want to go out like this. definitely," Burzynski said. 'There's not
too many guys in my position that can
say they won three tournaments in a
row. This wa~n·t my choice to go out
like this. but I was part of three great
years here. I wa·; under a good coach,
and learned a iot of things here; and
learned about life, and that may be IJlOre

important than basketball."
SIUC coach Rich Herrin replied to
Burzynsld's comments with a sense of
pride about his players, and their basketball careers.
"Tell them, Scottie, that you never
lost a Missouri Valley tournament
game. and that's the way you should tell
it big guy," Herrin said.
Even with five seniors departing,
there was a glimmer of hope for the
future of Saluki basketball, and· three
freshmen shined in the last game of the
season.
Freshmen forwards Monte Jenkins,
James Jackson and James Watts all
showed there was a bright future,
indeed, for th'! Dawgs.
Jenkins contributed nine points off
the bench off three three-pointers, Watts
grabbed eight rebounds before fouling
out, and Jackson also grabbed eight
boards and scored four points before
fouling oul
It was the play of Bradley junior
guard Anthony Parker, though, that
overs!iadowed the senior's "Dawg-day"
in the sun.
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Left: Sal11ki sophomore guard Troy Hudson (10),glides to tire basket against Bradley guard Billy
Wright (12) e11 route to two of ltis team-leading 23 points during tlte Dawgs' season finale at SIU
ArClla Mondny niglzt. Hudson was 7 of21 from tlze floor, incl11di11g going 5 of 14 from behind tlze
three-poi11l arc. Above: Fresltman forward James Watts (22) jumps in front of a Bradley player
d11ri11g· tlze first ltalf Mo11J11y nigltt to steal the ball and lead a Saluki fast break. Watts finished
tlze game will, eiglil rebounds, one steal aml 011e blocked shot. 11,e Salukis fell to Bradley 79-76
in overtime to end lllcir seaso11. SIUC finis/zed witlt an 11-18 overaII record, including a 4-14
MVC rerord, good for last place i11 tl,e conference and tlze first time si11ce t/,e 1985~86 season that
RicJz Herri11's sqlllld did !101 qualify for tllc Missouri Valley Conference Tournament.
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The SIUC equestrian team galloped to a
.I. solid showing at its stockseat meet in
Columbia, Mo., Saturday and Sunday.
Cory O'Dell, a senior in primary elementary
education from Harrisburg, garnered 1st plllCC
awards both days in the intennediate D stockseal equitation class, while Krista Hatten, a
senior in biological science from Geneseo

placed 2nd in the open stockseat class Sunday.
Judi Lamb, ajuniorin zoology from Miami,
Fla., finished third in Sunday's intennediate II
stockseat class.
The team travels to Nashville Friday to pmticipate in a Huntseat meet March 1-3.

A

fter weeks of rumors and speculation, the

Los Angeles Kings and St:Louis-Blues
have reportedly agreed on a deal that will send
superstar center Wayne Gretzky to SL Louis,
In return for the Nlil..'s all-time leadingscorer, the Kings will receive centers Patrice Tardif

ruid '.

and Roman Vopat. left wing Craig Johnson
St. Louis' first-round draft pick in the 1997
draft.
·
, ·
The deal is reportedly ~ing stalled due to~,
hang-ups on the financial end of the deal.
The new deal may be ru-.11otmced as early as
. today, and if the deal is ~ized Ibis afternoon,
the Blues hope t_o· have !'The Great One," in
uniform for Thursday's game against the
Vancouver ailiucks. . "·
.,
. For
on the. Blues' possible tri::!e for;
" °Wayne Gretzky, see the related,story on
· j,agel5. · · .. ·
-·
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Hudson
Hawl<lns
Tucker

7-21
4-12

4-6

23

0-0

3-8

4-4

12
11

Burzynski
Jenkins

2-11
3-5
4.5
2-4
0-2
0-1
0-0
0-0

3-3
0-0
0-1
0-0

,,Jones
Jackson

:watts

·•Tlmbeilake

Dadzle
Ford~

(.LO

0-0
0-0
0-0

9
9

8
4

0
0
0
. 0

